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Chapter 1
THE ISSUE

.

'

'
.

'.

..

"I should like to have it

.

'' ' '

,

explained," said the Mock
Turtle.
"She can't explain it,"
. hastily said the Gryphon. "Go
on to the next verse."
(Alice in Wonderland)

..

-"Speak English! said the
Eaglet. "I don't know the
meaning of half those long
words, and, what's more, I
don't believe ,you do either!"
11

~-

~

...

·. ;

. .

. , "What I was going to say,"
said the Dodo in an offended
. tone, ·~was, . that the best thing
to get us dry would be a
Caucus race."
"What is a Caucus race?n
said Alice.
"Why," said the Dodo, "the
best way to explain it is to do
it."
{Alice in Wonderland)

.,•

..

How can an almost accidental reading of the typically English
nursery rhymes be the starting point of an involved analysis of the
French theatre which developed during the first half of this century?
Research ,on the nursery rhymes does not lead very far but it leads
almost inevitably _to the area of literature called verbal nonsense.
And although there are not many critical works available on nonsense,
the field is rich and promising.
Readings in the works of the two recognized craftsmen of non' ..

.,

~

'

sense, Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll, might give a constant sense of

1

2

recognition and bring many reminiscences to those who are familiar
with 'the French .contemporary theatre.:

Indeed, it appears that many

writers have indulged in writing the type of literature which has come
to be knoWll as verbal nonsense with Lear and Carroll most particularly.
Nonsense is ·not entirely typical of English literature, and it is not
restricted to the Victorian period of literary history. ·
Readings in the anthologies of nonsense literature are fascinating, but they ·almost necessarily lead to further investigation.
Even . carroll '.s Alice in Wonderland, . very entertaining in its apparent
simplicity, leads one to examine entirely different material, yet very
reminiscent of . such nonsense as Carroll's Agony in Eight Fits.l
· .- This new reading is the French theatre called 'anti-theatre'
and also labelled .the theatre of the ·Absurd.

The reading of the

plays by Samuel Beckett, Eugene Ionesco, Arthur Adamov and others
reveal that these" playwrights ' make rather extensive use of the techniques of the literature of
· ·.

nonsense~

· So here is the issue:

'

why should a type of literature often

dismissed as children's stuff or 'poetry run wild, 12 emerge in a
totally different art form such as the contemporary French theatre,
and why should it reveal itself so suitable to that kind of theatre?
This thesis ·attempts to .answer these questions.

The suita•

bili ty of the techniqtie·s ·of nonsense to the theatre of the absurd is ·
the main concern and constitutes the thesis per se • . Chapters two and
.. ·, :

1 subtitle given by Lewis Carroll to his nonsense poem, The
Hunting of the Snark (1876) •

57.

2
Emile Cammaerts, The Poetry of Nonsense (New York, 1926), p.

3

three however will give research background on verbal nonsense on the
one hand, and an exhibition of nonsense devices in two plays from the
French contemporary theatre on the other.
The second chapter will include many examples of nonsense
prose and verse taken from Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland and
Through the Looking-glass.

But to reproduce as faithfully as possible

the research process, the chapter will start with an analysis of
several nursery rhymes chosen as best examples of verbal nonsense.
From those examples and with the help of a few secondary sources,
still in the second chapter, the rules which preside over the elaboration of nonsense will be developed.

This statement alone allows the

reader to anticipate that nonsense ,is not described here as a mere
collage of words selected , and rearranged at random.
guiding principles like any other form of literature.

It has its own
There is one

form of poetry that is an exception--a form whose rule was· to let the
hand put on paper whatever free associations the mind might conceive,
and under whatever inf luences--namely the French movements of Surrealist
and Dadaist poetry.

Nonsense however is different from that type of

writing inasmuch as it follows strict principles.
The third chapter may seem to show a lack of relevance to the
second.

Indeed it will

~rbitrarily

adventure in the twentieth century.

take the little Alice in a new
But the lack of cohesion is only

apparent because the chapter aims at showing striking similarities
between the dialogues in Samuel Beckett's En Attendant Godot and
Eugene Ionesco's

..

La

Cantatrice Chauve and the dialogues in the two

4

Alices--Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass. 3

Moreover,

the connection between Lewis Carroll and modern playwrights is perhaps
sufficiently justified by the fact that these dramatists have written
essays on Carroll and have worked at translations of his works.

4

The fourth chapter makes a definite connection between Carroll's
verbal nonsense and the French modern theatre.
.

As a concluding chapter,

.

it attempts to give an acceptable answer to the question raised as
being the issue of this thesis.

It explains the suitability of the

techniques of verbal nonsense to the modern plays by showing that the
dramatists' treatment of language illustrates their opinion that communication between men has greatly deteriorated.
One can see that the formulation of such an acceptable answer
.

.

.

-

implies research in many areas not directly related to this thesis,
yet necessary to its development.

The study of nonsense implies a

review of the comic, and so does an analysis of the theatre of the
Absurd which consists essentially of comedies.

Nonsense also leads

into the field of language and semantics which becomes, in the theatre,

3All references to the Alices throughout this essay are to the
two books, Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass.
- 4Michael Holquist, 'What is a Boojum?', Yale French Studies
(1969), v. 42-43, p. 146, lists some of these works. "Lewis Carroll's
name figures on the first Surrealist manifesto (1924); Louis Aragon
and Andre Breton write essays on Carroll; the former attempts a translation of The Snark (1929), the latter includes selections from Carroll
in his Anthologie de l'Humour Noir (1939). Henri Parisot publishes a
study of Carroll in 1952, in a series called, significantly, Poetes
d'Aujourd'hui; Antonin Artaud tries to translate the Jabberwocky song;
Joyce's use of portmanteau words, without which there would be no
Finnegans Wake, is only one index of his high ·regard for Carroll;
Borge~ admires Carroll and Nabakov translates all of Alice in Wonderland
into Russian (1923)."

5

a problem of conununication.

This study in general implies that the

theatre as an art form has been reevaluated.
RESOURCES AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

A little nursery rhyme seemed to be a dead end from the point
of view of literary criticism.
broad topics just mentioned.

Yet, it did lead naturally to the
At that stage of the research, a

readjustment .was necessary to .focus on the real issue, and, from the
evidence at hand, it appears that no one has yet presented the
problem in this specific manner.
There are indeed several mentions of the issue as I present it
but rather diffused in the secondary sources that I have

co~sulted.

Martin Esslin, in his very comprehensive study entitled The Theatre
of the Absurd, elaborates somewhat on the literature of verbal nonsense, .which .he

call~

a "direct antecedent of the Theatre of the

Absurd." . Michael Holquist, in a short article published in the Yale
French Studies of 1969, makes a definite connection between modernism
and nonsense, but his article concentrates on Carroll's nonsense poem
The Hunting of the Snark • .
The .number of critical works on nonsense as such are very few.
In fact, there are only two lengthy books which analyze it.

They are

Elizabeth Sewell's The Field of Nonsense and Emile cammaerts' The .
Poetry of Nonsense. · The latter is a mere introduction to the subject,
and it is . valuable as such.

But it does not present a consistent and

systematic analysis, and it is sometimes confusing as to how the author
himself defines nonsense. ·· As for Elizabeth Sewell, she exposes in a

6

very comprehensive manner an original theory on the inner mechanism
which is the key to all good nonsense literature.

She states very

clearly in her first chapter that she will approach nonsense literature as a logician and thus discover its inner structure.

She discards

at ,the outset all elements of chance poetry or subconscious significance underlying what looks like gibberish on the surface.
contradicts Emile Cammaerts on a few points.

She

In her own words, she

tries "to build up a way of thinking about Nonsense."

Her thesis will

be examined more closely later on, as nonsense is described and some
specific examples are analyzea. 5
Several other critics have said a word or two on nonsense,
generally in defense of it.

However, one senses that they defend it
.

because of their personal attraction to the genre, but the reasons
for this attraction are never actually formulated or developed;
therefore they do not contribute very much to a better understanding
of nonsense.
G. K. Chesterton, the well-known Catholic literary critic and
writer, writes on nonsense in a volume entitled The Defendent (1901).
The essay is short, contains a few sweeping statements, and without
elaboration,· Chesterton leads you from 'The Dong with the Luminous
Nose,• one of Lear's creations, to the final equation, 'faith is nonsense' or 'nonsense is faith,' a statement which he justifies by his

5 Elizabeth Sewell has also made a specific application of her
ideas on nonsense in a comparative study, 'Lewis Carroll and T. S.
Eliot as Nonsense Poets'; Kenner, Hugh, ed.,!· .e_. Eliot; A Collection
of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1962).
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disbelief in art for art's sake.

One wishes that G. K. Chesterton would

explain a little more.
In the Yale French Studies of 1969, there is another article
called 'The Language of Nonsense in Alice.'

In this article, Jacque-

line Flescher attempts to add a new dimension to the studies of nonsense
made by Elizabeth Sewell and Emile Cammaerts.

Her attempt however is

no ·. more than the creation of an artificial distinction between · the
st.r uctilral pattern of nonsense and its

~ontent.

The artificiality of

the distinction becomes obvious when she finds that her only resource
to. explain the content of nonsense is the structure itself.

She

therefore reaches the same conclusion as Elizabeth Sewell, when she
thought that she was .adding something important to it.

.

.

George Orwell, best known perhaps for Animal Farm, also wrote

a few

pages on . ·, Nonsense' Poetry' . in the volume entitted Shooting ~

Elephant and Other Essays.
short essay is merely

an

·He does not develop his ideas; the very

assemblage of miscellaneous notes on nonsense

with the mention of both Lear and Carroll.
The Quarterly Review of 1888 has a short article entitled
'Nonsense as a Fine Art' by Sir Edmund Trachey.

It has little value

from the point of view of literary criticism. ·
~

There is a body of literary criticism on nonsense which will

not be· included here mostly because it is irrelevant to this comparative study~~the Marxist criticism of William Empson and Louis Aragon,
and the psychoanalytic cr'iticism of Phyllis Greenacre.
As for the primary sources, they include Edward Lear and Lewis
Carroll's Complete Works, An Anthology of Nonsense collected by

8

Carolyn Wells, and Anthologie du Nonsense by Robert Benayoun.
From this rapid survey of the secondary works which were available for my perusal, it appears that Elizabeth Sewell's study is the
only work to make a definite and original contribution in the field of
verbal nonsense.

Moreover, her particular analysis approaches non-

sense from a point of view which is also that of this thesis--the
point of view of a logician on language.

For this reason I cite Eliza-

beth Sewell frequently, and except for a few superficial modifications,
I generally adopt her theories in the following chapter on the literature of verbal nonsense.
As

a whole, the present study is by no means to be taken as a

complete study of nonsense, far less of the theatre of the Absurd.
There are naturally other possible approaches to both areas of literature.

The particular interest of this thesis lies in the comparative

approach to English and French literatures, and in the parallelism
made between writers who have produced, at different times and in different genres, works which betray a similar concern for language as a
means of reproducing reality.
The apparent limitation of this study, that it does not take
into account any interpretation of _the primary material, is in fact
essential, for the argument proposed here is that these works defy
interpretation.

Several critics have made a similar statement about

Alice in Wonderland, Waiting for Godot, and the theatre of the Absurd
in general, but none has presented it in the form of an argument based
on a direct analysis and comparison of such works.

Therefore, the

contribution -of the present study seems valuable because it shows the

·'

direct influence of Lewis Carroll's techniques on modern literature,
and because it involves a considerable amount of research in many
related areas.

This thesis is limited to the modern theatre because

the theatre is the most social of the arts and therefore it can best
exemplify a problem concerning language and communication which has
its roots in society.

9

Chapter 2
THE LITERATURE OF VERBAL NONSENSE
Emile Cammaerts opens his book The Poetry of Nonsense by
saying that it is easier to say what nonsense is not than to define
what it is.

This statement is especially true when one deals with a

word such as nonsense which is very conunonly used in everyday life
and therefore acquires several connotations.

It is then important

to state at the start that nonsense is here considered only as a form
of literature, sometimes classified as a 'sous-genre.'

Instead of

defining nonsense first and illustrating it next, it seems more
appropriate to this · study to take the -opposite path.
Nonsense literature is usually first associated with the names
of Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll, the latter best known for Alice in
Wonderland and Throu9h the Looking-glass, the former a craftsman of
.
. k • 6 · But the anthologies of nonsense which are available
t h e Limer1c

show that a considerable number of writers have attempted to write
nonsense, some with great success. 7

The anthology compiled by Robert

Benayoun, pUblished in Paris in 1957, is in French but lists a great
number of works by English and American writers, in translation.

The

last section of the book, however, includes the originals in English.

6

Lewis Carroll is a pseudonym for Charles Lutwidge Dodgson was
born in 1832, in Cheshire. Died in 1898. Edward Lear ·was born in
1812. Died in 1888 • .~. , . .·
.

s;.·

7The scope of this essay requires that the examples used be
selected from Alice in Wonderland only.
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The other is A Nonsense Anthology collected by Carolyn Wells in 1902,
but republished in 1958. · These two anthologies are quite complementary
since there are very few authors which they both include.

They con-

stitute, therefore, a sufficient source of nonsense prose and poetry
for the student of the genre.
The analysis to follow will be best introduced by a close
examination of a body of literature often classified as nonsense, yet
belonging to a separate category, the nursery rhymes.

Some of those

childishly simple pieces of verse present. the elements of nonsense
very clearly. _ Most critics agree that only a few nursery rhymes are
pure nonsense; most of them are little pieces of poetry in which rhyme
and rhythm are all important, and which are divided into counting

rhymes, 1 ullabies, .. riddles, and so on •
that

...

But it is also recognized

these rhymes are related to nonsense and have been used fre- ·

quently by nonsense writers.: Elizabeth Sewell, in The Field of Nonsense, sees in the nursery rhyme 'a common ground' between Lear and
Carroll, and she explains how they both use it in their own different
way. 8

Emile Canunaerts goes further and says that "it is to the nursery

rhyme that we owe the nonsens~ · songs.

119

And George Orwell's opinion

is that "the bulk of it is in nursery rhymes and scraps of folk
poetry •

•

•

" • 10
-

.

8Elizabeth Sewell, The Field of Nonsense (London, 1952), p • .12.
9Emile Cammaerts, The P~try of Nonsense (New York, 1926), p. 3.
10 ,
. .
.
.
.
George Orwell, Shooting~ Elephant and Other Essays (New York:
Harcourt, . Brace, 1950), _ p. 187.
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The best reference source in the field is The . oxford Dictionary
of Nursery Rhymes, edited by Iona and Peter Opie, and first published
in 1951.

It is at once comprehensive and selective.

It includes, in

the tradition of the nursery, the most common lullabies, nursery counting-out formulas, infant amusements, baby puzzles and riddles, rhyming
alphabets, tongue twisters, and more--a very pleasant dictionary indeed.
These categories suffice to indicate that most nursery rhymes are not
pure verbal nonsense.

For example, a lullaby is a little song intended

to put a baby to sleep, as one rocks the cradle, and the riddles have
another specific purpose.

But a few nursery rhymes have some definite

characteristics which Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear have made use of
to structure their own work.
Consider this:
. As I· went
I met a

to Bonner
pig
Without a wig,
Upon my word and honour.

A little piece like this appears to offer nothing for commentary or
analysis.

Yet, three important things can be observed in these four

lines--important for nonsense of course.

Most noticeable perhaps is

the rhyme, simultaneously with the rhythm, and particularly the rhyme
of pig/wig, before the more subdued one of Bonner/honour.
rhymes followed the closed pattern of a,b,b,a.

These

For this reason and

because of the meter used, this little jingle is actually a complete
little story.

The second element one notices is the type of words

which make up the first three lines.

The words used, like pig and wig,

refer to concrete things·. · Bonner can also be said to refer to a concrete thing, and, as a name for a place, it is interchangeable as other

13

versions of the jingle show. 11
any unusual and strong meaning.

As for the verbs used, they do not carry
The first one,

I

went, can be placed

into the same category with to be and to have, and the second belongs to
one of those ready-made phrases used for introductions.

Exa~ples

of the

use of the same kind of vocabulary are numerous in Lear and Carroll.
For instance, here is one of Lear's limericks:

'There was an old man

in a barge,/ Whose nose was exceedingly large.'
describes:

And now Carroll

'The March Hare had just upset the milk jug into his plate.'

The strong meaning attached to the verb upset is quite weakened in this
context, so there is here also a strong adherence to the concrete in
every way possible.
Finally, the fourth line of this little piece, 'Upon my word and
honour,' belongs to a series of expressions used for swearing; therefore the phrase is one whole compact cliche.

The use of such phrases is

also very connnon in nonsense writers; usually they make a parody of
cliches to emphasize the uselessness of a worn and hollow expression.
Another nursery rhyme, ·attributed to Ben Jonson, adds a touch of incongruity to the first piece, although the association of pig and wig may
seem incongruous enough; ··
Buzz, quoth the blue fly,
Hum, quoth the bee,
Buzz and hum, they cry
And so do we:
In his ear, in his nose,
Thus do you see,
He ate · the dormouse, ··
Else it was thee.12
11

:

.

.

Opie, Peter and Iona, eds., The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery
Rhymes (Oxford: Clarendon ·Press, 1951), p. 92.
12

.

.

Robert Benayoun, Anthologie du Nonsense {Societe des Editions
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Here, one recognizes the concreteness, typical of nonsense, in words
which refer to things, animals, and parts of the body.

The last two

lines break the continuity of meaning of the rest of the piece.

A

much longer poem, and one of the best known, offers more material yet
for an analysis,
Sing a song of sixpence,
A pocket full of rye;
Four and twenty blackbirds,
Baked in a pie.
When the pie was opened,
The birds began to sing;
Was that not a dainty dish,
To set before a king?
The king was in his counting-house,
Counting out his money;
The quee~ was in the parlour,
Eating bread and honey.
The maid was in the garden,
Hanging out the clothes,
There came a little blackbird
· And snapped off her nose .13
The rhythm here is more regular; we are told a story in four stanzas.
Again the concrete is dominant in several ways :

words about things,

pocket, rye, dish, clothes; words that refer to things one eats, pie,
bread, honey; and also words about money.
This is a new feature of the nursery rhyme:

the number.

It

was absent in the first two examples, but here is the mention of sixpence, four and twenty, and the implicit mention of number in the
counting out of-his money by the king.

J. J. Pauvert, Paris, 1957), p. 375.

A large portion of the nursery

From The Masque of Oberon.

13The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, p. 394.
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rhymes collected in The Oxford Dictionary are rhymes used for counting.
Number has this characteristic that it refers to one thing only.
the use of number, the mind's activity is kept under control.

With

When

there is a suggestion,· in the second stanza, of thoughts about being
king and .the advantages it brings, there is a brutal coming down to
earth with the cold statement of fact: 'The king was in his countinghouse,/Counting out his money.'

This is very cleverly done in the form

of an enticing question first: 'Was that not a dainty dish,/To set
.
?
. .'
b e f ore a k ing

The song brings in one more element, quite common in nonsense
literature, and also characteristic of small children, cruelty.
came a little blackbird/And snapped off her nose.'

'There

In nonsense, physi-

cal injuries are inflicted and described with total insensitivity.
Persons are treated like things, just as small children see no dif..

ference between the cat of the house and a toy.

Examples of cruelty

without any feeling or sympathy are numerous in Lear.
feels treated quite rudely more than once.

Alice herself

The flowers regard her as

one of them: 'You're beginning to fade, you know--and then one can't
help one's petals getting a little untidy.'

And so does the pudding:

'I wonder how you'd like it if I were to cut a slice out of you, you
creature.• . And with Tweedledum and Tweedledee in Through the Lookingglass, we have this conversation,
'But it may rain outside?'
'It may--i·f it chooses, '
said Tweedledee; 'we've
no objection.'
'Selfish things!' thought Alice • • • •
T.L.G., 195-196)~4
.

.

. 14 The following abbreviations will be used in the subsequent

16
One last significant example will show what ·use the nonsense
writer makes of the nursery rhyme.

Lewis Carroll, in Alice in Wonder-

land, makes the Mad Hatter sing the famous 'Twinkle, twinkle, little
star.'

The .w ords however come out quite differently than in the

original,
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
Here is Carroll's version,
Twinkle, twinkle, little bat!
How I wonder what you're at!
Up above the world you fly,
Like a tea-tray in the sky.
(A.W. I 75-76) .
The changes made by Carroll from the original are very significant
for the understanding of nonsense:

Elizabeth Sewell makes a very

perceptive analysis of this and explains why Carroll has altered the
poem in the way he did.

She writes:

A number of things have happened ·here. A bat has been substituted for a star, a tea-tray for a diamond; the bat is twinkling
and the tea-tray is up in. the sky; a bat is likened to a teatray. • • • What is there about bats and tea-trays that make
them more suitable for nonsense than stars and diamonds, and
why are they combined in this particular way? Stars and bats,
to take the first substitution, are both objects in the world
of experience. • • • A star is something exceedingly remote and
beyond control, • • • ; it is beautiful, • • • • A bat is something near at hand, reasonably familiar, small; it is a creature
whose appearance and habits are familiar; it is grotesque and
we feel no attraction towards it; it usu.a lly appears alone. The
other substitution, that of a tea-tray for a diamond, works on
much the same principles, abandoning beauty, rarity, preciousness

quotations: T.L.G.: Through the Looking-glass. A.W.: Alice in
Wonderland. The page nurrbers refer to the paperback edition:
Lewis Carroll, .Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass (~acmillan, 1971).

17 .
and attraction for ordinariness.IS
The word 'familiar' describes the feeling one has when reading nonsense.

Nonsense makes one feel that the world described is familiar,

therefore safe, mostly because it uses words that refer to concrete
things and prevents the mind from going ·into a dream.

In Carroll's

parody ·of 'Twinkle, twinkle, little star,' there is no sense of mystery
left; carroll has introduced concrete and ordinary things.

Even if the

poem in general has become meaningless in terms of what we call reality,
each word separately has acquired a .more definite meaning which
replaces any image that the mind might easily create and find pleasure
in contemplating at the suggestion of stars and diamonds.
ation of these things gives a

to~ch

The associ-

of incongruity to these · few lines.

Yet, one finds that the co-existence of bats and tea-trays in the sky
is quite acceptable when one appreciates the regularity of the metrical pattern • .· ' There is a better example yet of this kind of juxtaposition of words in Through the Looking-glass.

Look at the verse from

'The Walrus and the Carpenter,' .
The .time has come, the walrus said,
To talk of many things,
Of shoes--and ships--and sealing-wax-Of cabbages--and kings-And why the sea is boiling hot-And whether pigs have wings.
(T.L.G.; 190)
In this particular stanza, ·the alliteration in lines 3 and 4 accentuates the rhythmic pattern; so does the emphasis on consonants •
. ·Little by little nursery rhymes have been left behind.

15
100-101.

It has

Elizabeth Sewell, The Field of Nonsense (London, 1952) pp.

18

indeed become necessary to elaborate on the discoveries made in these
short pieces and to arrive at some general theories about nonsense.
The remarks collected so far refer to both the structure and the content of nonsense:

extremely extensive use of words which refer to

concrete things, borrowing and transformation of cliches, touches of
incongruity by the transplantation of things out of their proper context~

very' important use of number with the mentiori of money which is

a 'connection between number and things'. in Elizabeth Sewell' s own
words, and finally, · hints of sadism. ' The simplicity and familiarity
of the world described has led to the conclusion that it is also a
safe ·universe.

Actually, it is a world reconstructed by the nonsense

writer in such a way that it becomes a closed world that has at once
everything and nothing ·to do with the ' real world.
The superficial reader sees of course only the disorder.

The

world is upside down, or the wrong side of it is shown to those who
cross over to the other side of the looking-glass.

Nonsense may give

to some the feeling that the chair is taken away as they are about to
sit.

Nonsense, in fact, is too often dismissed as gibberish, absurdi-

ties, 'stuff that does not make sense,' in brief, lack of common sense.
But nonsense--and perhaps ·one should start with this assumption
--is not absence of sense or absence of meaning.
always carries a very specific ·intention.
meaning.

On

the contrary, it

Granted, it is not an expected

Nonsense makes use of common ,sense logic, · but in its own

unexpected way.

Nonsense uses order and disorder and makes them play

against each other.·
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Lewis Carroll's whole life can be defined as 'a quest for
order.'

Well known are the biographical facts telling of Carroll's

extreme taste for precision, called by some a 'lust for order.'
anecdotes are told of his quest for perfect order.

Many

Exaggerations

put aside, the fact remains that his everyday existence was dominated
by a compulsive need for order, and this need was best satisfied--as
paradoxical as this may sound--1n the writing of nonsense.
This is where it becomes important to define how nonsense can
be the expression of a quest for order, when disorder appears to be its
most obvious feature.

One can find the order inherent in the structure

of nonsense by taking it apart, so to speak, to see. what parts constitute the whole.
The student of nonsense may have found a few clues already in
i•

the analysis of the nursery rhymes.
use is Alice in Wonderland itself.

However, the best textbook he can
Elizabeth Sewell calls it the

'guidebook' of nonsense and comments:

"A book that is a guide to

itself sounds distinctly nonsensical." 16

She supports this opinion

that "in the Alices themselves may be found the principles on which
Nonsense is constructed" by showing how Carroll constantly comments on
and analyzes his own nonsense as soon as he has uttered it.

Elsewhere,

Elizabeth Sewell repeats this statement in a slightly different way.
Carroll's method, she writes, is "to reduce it [his nonsense] to criti.
7
cism at once." 1
She illustrates this by differentiating between

16sewell, p. 21.
17 .
'
. Elizabeth Sewell, 'Lewis Carroll and T. S. Eliot as Nonsense
Poe ts , ' p. 70.
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nonsense verse and nonsense prose.

In the Alices, one finds mostly

prose, although quite a few poems and nursery rhymes are quoted
throughout the

books~

But,

it is interesting that every time a set of verses appears in
the Alices it becomes a subject for discussion and argument.
The discussion may be brief, as in the case of 'Twinkle,
twinkle;' but more often it is protracted, as with both
verses of 'Tis the voice of the lobster,' the verses beginning
'They told me .you had been to her' which are read at the
Knave . of Hearts' trial, and, most protracted of all, 'Jabberwocky.•18
·.

.

··

In other words,. pure nonsense is to be found rather in verse-which includes Lear's Limericks--whereas Carroll's nonsense in the
prose of the Alices is a commentary upon nonsense.

Hence, the clues

to the structure of nonsense can best .be found in the Alices.

Then,

if one finds acceptable the definition of nonsense given there, one
can go to other nonsense writers .and evaluate their work according
to the principles given in the 'textbook.'
It has been assumed that nonsense is not absence of

mean~ng,

that it works toward order despite the appearance to the contrary, and
that it is a type of literature which reconstructs the universe with
words in its own unexpected manner.
what is the meaning of nonsense.
own, how is it constructed?
between the two?

At this point, one wonders then

And, if it recreates an order of its

And, furthermore, what is the relationship

The last point is very important.

In fact, the

relationship between word and meaning, or, as it is usually expressed,
between form and content, is fundamental in this study.

The whole

understanding of nonsense is based on the problem of form and content--

1 8 sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. 21.
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and so is the understanding of the theatre of the Absurd.
· If nonsense is a construction of the mind and the clues to its
elaboration are hidden in the masterpiece of nonsense itself, the Alices,
'

one can now proceed ·and, .w ith examples, formulate the principles that
preside at its elaboration.

This implies a special approach to the

reading of the Alices because the rules are not formulated clearly.
They are not so much directions as clues in a treasure hunt.

The

meaning or the content of nonsense is hidden in the structure .itself;
therefore a detailed analysis of this structure leads naturally to the
discovery of its content.

This is the method followed here.

From the remarks made on the nursery rhymes, one can formulate
this principle:
Whatever form of activity the mind may indulge in, . it has to have its
material first in little bits. This is partly why language is so
important to the mind, for language splits experience into sma,11
labelled units which the mind can then manipulate, and by the help
of which it can mentally arrange experience.19
Two types of such Wl.its, as has .been shown in the earlier section on
nursery rhymes, are words and numbers. . Words have to refer to concrete
things in order to .inhibit reference--that is to prevent the mind from
creating associations of images • . Here it becomes necessary to make a
distinction between nonsense and fantasy •
. Emile Cammaerts .and Elizabeth Sewell do not agree on this
point.

Emile canunaerts defines nonsense as 'poetry run wild,' and he

says that the world of nonsense is not so much Fairyland as Dreamland,
but Elizabeth Sewell_ thinks that "Nonsense is too precise to be akin

19 sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. 29.
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to poetry.

It is much nearer . logic than dream".

Fantasy is part of the

world of dream and poetry. : Its characteristic is to let the imagination
be carried away, usually towards happy thoughts.

In fantasy, one dreams

of a better world; this wish is expressed in a poetry the content of
which is often sad, looking out - for a better future or regretting lost
happy days.

In fantasy and . dream many emotions are allowed to be expres-

sed, and references are multiple because of the use of words with strong
power of meaning--such as diamonds and stars.

Nonsense, on the contrary,

aims at reducing the power of · meaning to a minimum by the use of words
which refer to concrete things . and by the use of nwnber. ·
.This is not to say ·that : nonsense does not appeal .to the imagination.

Actually, .it needs imagination for it cannot construct with non-

entities • . Nonsense needs imagination, if only for the recall of words,
the creation of new ones--coinages--and their association to create the
comic of . nonsense • .· But nonsense is not fantasy, or imagination, or
dream.

The apparent disorder and lack of logic found in nonsense which

make it so often be confused with fantasy, dream, and the poetic world,
is a very special kind of disorder.

For instance,

Then fill up the glasses with treacle and ink,
And anything else that is pleasant to drink.
'Queen Alice' (T.L.G., 271)
;

' .,

'

.·

There is disorder in these lines because they make a stupid
statement; treacle and ink, everyone knows, do not make a pleasant
drink and never will.

This disorder however consists primarily in

breaking down the logical meaning expected by the reader; that is all.
The kind of disorder which is that of dream is of a totally different
nature.

It is a disorder of thoughts rather than a disorder of words.
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It is a "running together of pictures in the mind."
in dream which is foreign to nonsense.

There is .a fluidity

Dream also implies sudden

transformation .of things and people into other things and other people.
This type of happening belongs to the realm of magic.
shows well how these things disrupt nonsense.

Lewis Carroll

He brings them into the

Alices, and when he does· one suddenly gets a feeling of uneasiness--so
does Alice.

With all the physical transformations which have happened ·

to her come also a partial loss of memory and the feeling of a loss of
identity, 'Her eyes filled with tears again as she went on, "I must be
Mabel after all".'

In Wonderland, when the Duchess's baby suddenly

turns into a pig, Alice will not have anything to do with it any longer.
And at the end .of Through the ·Looking-glass, the atmosphere at Queen
Alice's feast becomes so unstable that Alice has to wake up, and the
story has to end, ·

,·

And then (as Alice afterwards described it) all sorts of things
happened in a moment. The candles all grew up to the ceiling,
looking something like a bed of rushes with fireworks at the top.
As to the bottles, they each took a pair of plates, which they
hastily fitted on as wings, and so, with forks for legs, went
fluttering about: 'and very like birds they look,' Alice thought
to herself, as well as she could in the dreadful confusion that
w·a s beginning. At this moment she heard a hoarse laugh at
her side, and turned to see what was the matter with the White
Queen; but, instead of the Queen, there was the leg of mutton
sitting in the chair. 'Here ' I am!' cried a voice from the
souptureen, and Alice turned again, just in time to see the
Queen's broad good-natured face grinning at her for a rroment
over the edge of the tureen, before she disappeared into the soup.
There was not a moment to be lost. Already several of the
guests were lying down in the dishes, and the soupladle was walking up the table to Alice, and signing to her to get out of its
·way.
'I can't stand this any longer!' she cried • • • •
(T.L.G., 275-77)

These kinds of happenings are typical of dreams; they make bad
nonsense however.

And if one stumbles upon the fact that both Alices
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are set in dream form, one must realize that beginnings and endings
are very arbitrary in these books.

They are rather badly connected

with the stories themselves, and Carroll was probably quite aware of
the fact.

It is another particularity of nonsense that it ends

nowhere, for the very reason that the content is tightly woven into
the structure.

The dream set-up in the Alices merely creates the

state of isolation required for the elaboration of nonsense.
"There is only one aspect of language that nonsense can be
said to disorder, and that is reference, the effect produced by a word
or group of words in the mind." 20

In Jacqueline Flescher's study, the

same idea is thus expressed: "Order dominates the formal pattern, yet
.
.
disorder
seems to dominate
reference."

21

But wh at nonsense d oes t o

reference is to keep it constantly in check.

There lies a great diffi-

culty for the nonsense writer because reference in language varies
much.

"No writer can wholly prevent or control the personal associa-

tions and variations which the use of a word will set moving into
another mind. 112.2
There is a type of word which can prevent reference or control
it, the number, already mentioned.
the mind moving towards order.

Number, by its very nature, sets

Numbers "give the mind that sense of .

security and of being in control of the situation which comes from the

20

-

Sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. 38.

- -.----

21 Yale French Studies (1969), v. 42-43, 'The Language of Nonsense in Alice,' by Jacqueline Flescher, p. 137.
2 2sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. SS.
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contemplation of an ordered series. 11 23

In 'Queen Alice' the looking-

glass creatures sing in a chorus at Alice's feast,
Then fill up the glasses as quick as you can,
And sprinkle the table with buttons and bran:
Put cats in the coffee, ·and mice in the tea-And welcome Queen Alice with thirty-times-three!
Then fill up the glasses with treacle and ink,
Or anything else that is pleasant to drink;
Mix sand with the cider, and wool with the wine-And welcome Queen Alice with ninety-times-nine!
(T.L.G., 271)

Numbers are given here the same position as the 'thing words.'

They

are juxtaposed with them .and all are separate units; there is no connection--therefore no reference possible--between the numbers and the
other words.

On the same principle is based the nursery rhymer

One, two,
Buckle my shoe.
Three, four,
Open the door.
Five, · six, ·
Pick up sticks.
Seven, eight,
Lay them straight.
And so on.

.

.

...

'

....

• . "The use of number," says Elizabeth Sewell, "as the

basic type of ordered series lends to the mind a fixed and reliable
framework, a row of boxes into which the mind is then free to pop all
kinds of surprising things. 1124

She gives an example of verse which uses

number in a completely different way,
I'll sing you twelve--o!
Green grow the rushes--o!
· What is your twelve--o?

23 sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. 70.
24 sewell, The Field of Nonsense, p. 69.
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Twelve for the Twelve Apostles,
Eleven for the eleven who went to Heaven
And ten for the Ten Commandments, ·
Nine for the nine bright shiners
And eight for the April rainers,
Seven .for the seven stars in the 's ky
And six for the six proud walkers,
Five for the symbol at your door
And four · for the gospel-makers,
Three, three the rivals,
Two, two the lily-white boys,
clothed all in green--o,
And one is one and all alone
.. . and evermore shall be so
In this poem, the known connections between 'number words' and 'thing
words' allow the mind to fuse them together in one whole instead of
keeping them in separate units, and therefore remove the poem from
nonsense into poetry.
The important thing about number for nonsense is the notion of
i

series.

'

1

'

~

:

~

·,

other types of series similar to that of number are part of

the nonsense material: the days of the week, the alphabet--Lear is
responsible for no less than six Nonsense Alphabets--and anything that
can become a list.

This is why enumeration is so common in nonsense.

In the chapter 'It's my own Invention' the White !<night carries on his
horse's back a bee-hive, a mouse-trap, a bag full of candlesticks,
bunches of carrots, fire-irons, etc ••

•

•

In 'A Mad Tea-Party'

enumeration of things and the alphabet are combined,
'They were learning to draw,' the Dormouse
.went on, yawning and rubbing its eyes, for
it was getting very sleepy; 'and they drew
all manner of things--everything that begins
with an M --'
- 'Why with an M?' said Alice.
'Why not?' said the March Hare.
· Alice was silent • ..
The Dormouse had closed its eyes by this time,
and was going off . into a doze; but, on being
pinched by the Hatter, it woke up again with
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a little shriek, and.went on: '--that
begins with an M, such as mouse-traps,
and the moon, and memory, and muchness.
•

•

•

(A.W., 79)

In ' .The Lion and the Unicorn' ,
·•I love my love with an H,' Alice couldn't
help beginning, 'because he is Happy . . I
hate him with an H, because he is Hideous.
I fed him with--with--with Ham-sandwiches
and Hay. His name is Haigha, and he lives--'
'He lives on the Hill,' the King remarked
simply, without the least idea that he was
joining in the game, while Alice was still
hesitating for the name of a town beginning
with H.'
(T.L.G., 231)
This last example introduces a new type of word.

There may be

some surprise at finding here the words love and hate because an earlier
section

insisted on the necessity to use words that refer to concrete
1'

things.

1'

'

...

But abstract words are also part of the material of nonsense.

However, since nonsen5e aims at being in total control of its material
to better manipulate it, one must try and find what kind of treatment
it gives to abstract words that carry with them strong emotions.

As

in

the example from 'The Lion and the Unicorn' nonsense often reduces their
use to a game which consists in finding as many words as possible starting with the same letter.

Other strong emotions and feelings are

expressed throughout the Alices, and always treated in the same manner.
They are reduced at once to something concrete and controllable.

In the

same· chapter of Through. the Looking-glass, 'The Lion and the Unicorn,'
there is a mention of the Kirig' s ·f eelings for the Queen,
'There's · the · White Queen running across
the country! She came flying out of the
wood over yonder-How fast those· Queens can run!'
'There's som~ enemy after her, no doubt,'
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the King said, without even looking
round. 'That wood's full of them.'
'But aren't you going to run and help
her?' Alice asked, very much surprised
at his taking it so quietly.
'No use, no use!' said the King. 'She
runs so fearfully quick. You might as
well try to catch a Bandersnatch! But
I'll make a memorandum about her, if you
like--She's a · dear good creature,' he
repeated softly to himself, as he opened
his memorandum-book. 'Do you spell
"creature" with a double "e"?'
(T.L.G., 236-7)

This is a marvelous example; the King reduces the -Queen to a creature,
a thing.

The soft feeling is lost in the process, to be replaced by

a mere concern for orthography.

Earlier, it was noted in the nursery

rhymes how nonsense turns people into things and applies to them the
most cruel treatments.

Notice how the Duchess handles her baby,

'While the Duchess sang the second verse
of the song, she kept tossing the baby violently up and down, and the poor little
thing howled so, that Alice could hardly
hear the words • • • .
'Here! You _may nurse it a bit, if you
like!' the Duchess said to Alice, flinging
the baby at her as she spoke.'
(A.W., 64)

Nonsense creatures have yet another way of being cruel towards human
characters.

Humpty Dumpty, for example, who is an egg dressed up,

complains about the difficulty of identifying people,
'That's just what I complain of,' said
Humpty Dumpty. 'Your face is the same as
everybody has--the two eyes, so--' (making
their places in the air with his thumb)
'nose in the middle, mouth under. It's
always the same. Now if you had the two
eyes on the same side of the nose, for
instance--or the. mouth at the top--that
would be some help.'
(T.L.G., 227) .
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In other words, the aesthetic is not important in nonsense compared
with the need for differentiation.

And it is true that nonsense hardly

presents human beings prettily or even proportionately.

Actually, in

writing nonsense, one makes sure that parts of ' the body are distorted
or out of proportion with its surroundings.
every time she eats or drinks something.

Alice keeps changing size

Sometimes, only her neck

grows, but to such an extent that she has to say goodbye to her feet
which are now out of her sight.
with the rest of the

universe~ ·

Whenever Alice's size is in proportion
it is always · for a · short period of time.
..

·

Proportion and beauty are dangerous for nonsense in the same
way as the expression of _strong emotions disrupt the nonsense equilibrium.

The reason for this is again that nonsense is a construction

of the mind, the material of which is words that represent things and
series of things taken as separate -units so that the mind can have
complete control over them. · Complete control cannot be achieved in
the midst of vague notions such as abstract words convey.

These always

set the imaginative part of the mind in motion towards images and tie
them together in a pleasant but uncontrollable whole--notions of propertion and balance are the same, for with them the mind is at rest .and
therefore subject again to all sorts of suggestions.

For nonsense to

achieve its purpose of suggesting nothing beyond what it states, on
the contrary, there must be total coincidence of word and reference.
This is why to separate form and content is an artificial procedure in
the analysis of nonsense. ·: ·

.'

But, if 't here is total coincidence of word and reference, and
reduction of the power of meanin9 to a minimum, how does one explain

.'.'·
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the fact that, in the Alices, preoccupation with meaning is constant?
'My name is Alice, but--·•
'It's a stupid name enough!' Humpty Dumpty
interrupted impatiently. 'What does it mean?'
'Must a name mean something?' Alice asked doubtfully.
'Of course it must.'
{T.L.G., 215)

'Found what?' said the Duck.
'Found it,' the mouse replied rather crossly.
'Of course you know what "it" means.
(A. W., 29)

'Speak English!' said the Eaglet. 'I don't
know the meaning of half those long words, and,
what's more, I don't believe you do either.•
(A.W., 30)
'I'm sure I didn't mean'--Alice was beginning ••
'Well, you should have meant! . What do you
suppose is a child without meaning?'

..

(T.L.G., 261) : · ·

Conversation in the Alices is constantly focused on meaning and yet it
is always meaningless. ' The concern with meaning seems to represent a
desire to emphasize the . meaningless quality of finding meaning in
established and traditional methods.

It was noted earlier that the

Alices are commentaries upon themselves because they reduce their ·
statements to criticism at once.
arg~ent.

Conversation therefore becomes mostly

The argument, however, is of a particular kind.

Argument,

as one usually understands it, is based on logical reasoning and therefore develops in a deductive manner.

In Carroll, argument or conver-

sation is of a totally different order. · Logic is there but it is
upset; ideas of premises are never

al~owed

be called .a conversation any longer.
caucus race in Alice in Wonderland, .
., ,

·

to develop.

It can hardly

It strongly resembles the
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'There was no "one, two, three, and away!" but
they began running .when they liked, and left
off when they liked, so that it was not easy to
know when the race was over •. '
(A.W.

I

30)

To prevent conversation from developing traditional meaning,
nonsense has several tools.

It uses pun, abrupt interruption, constant

return to the beginning ·of the conversation--repetitive argument.

Also

conversation is turned into a riddle and then becomes an intellectual
game.
The pun is Carroll's favorite form of humor. · Elizabeth Sewell
explains that the use of the pun preferably to other forms of jokes
corroborates her theory of nonsense because in the pun the two meanings
attributed to one word remain separate. . "A pun is not simple but it is
not ambiguous.

It is the .very nature of the pun that its meanings are

separate, and -are therefore ·still within the mind's control. 1125

In a

nonsense conversation the duality of meaning of the pun has this
advantage that one of the meanings can be used to redirect the conversation.

Jacqueline ' Flescher explains it in this way: "The principle

is one of deflection.
.

No argument is ever developed.

It is immediately

'

undercut, often by a misinterpretation.

The word which is misinterpreted

acts as pivot and leads the conversation in a new direction. 1126
example,
· . 'Mine is a long and sad tale!' said the Mouse, turning to
Alice and sighing.
'It is a long tail, certainly,' said Alice, looking down

2 5sewell, Field of Nonsense, p. 36 •
.

261 The

I

.

Langu~ge of Nons~nse in Alice,' p. 138.

For
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with wonder at the Mouse's tail; 'but why do you
call it sad?' • . • •
'I beg your pardon,• said Alice very humbly: 'you
had got to the fifth bend, I think?'
'I had not,' cried the Mouse, angrily.
'A knot! ' said Alice, ·always ready to make herself
useful, and looking anxiously about her. 'Oh, do let
me help to undo it!'
(A. W., 32)

This is a good example because the beginning of the conversation
announces a long story, and nonsense cannot allow itself to get into
the tale of the Mouse's life and sorrows.
In the chapter 'Queen Alice' of Through the Looking-glass,
there · is another example where conversation is not allowed to develop,
even though it starts with a question,
'Can you answer useful questions?' she said, 'How is
bread made?'.
'I know that!' Alice cried eagerly. 'You take some
flour--'
'Where do you pick the flower?' the White Queen ·asked.
'In a garden, or in the hedges?'
'Well, it isn't picked at all,' Alice eXplained: it's
grcitmd--'
'How many acres of ground?' said the White Queen • • • •
(T.L.G., 264)
And in 'The Lion and the Unicorn'· ,
'I beg your pardon?' said Alice.
'It isn't respectable to beg,' said the King.
(T.L.G. I 231)
Alice is . the only one, .it seems, who makes constant attempts at conversation.
rupted.

But she is always, if not contradicted, brutally inter-

Look at the Duchess's notion of conversation in the chapter of

'The Mock Turtle's Story',
'The game seems to be going on rather better now,'
she said.
'Tis so,' said the Duchess: 'and the nnral of it is-"Oh, 'tis love, 'tis love, that makes the world go round!"'
'Somebody said,' whispered Alice, 'that it's done by
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. everybody minding .their own business!'
. 'Ah, well! It means much the same thing,' said the Duchess,
digging her sharp little chin into Alice's shoulder as she
added, 'and the moral of that is--"Take care of the sense,
and the sounds wil.l take care of themselves."'
'How fond she is of finding morals in things!' Alice thought
to herself.
(A.W., 94)

Here, the Duchess's refrain makes the conversation stall over and
over.

The conversation with the Caterpillar also goes in a circle,
'You!' said the Caterpillar contemptuously, 'who are you?'
Which brought them back again at the beginning of the conversation.
(A. W., 48)

And Humpty Dumpty treats conversation like a game,
'this conversation is going on a little too fast:
let's go back to the last remark but one.'
'I'm afraid I . can't quite remember it,• Alice said
very politely.
'In that case we may start fresh,' said Humpty Dumpty,
'and it's my turn to choose a subject--'
('He talks about . it just as if it was a game!' thought
Alice.)
(T.L.G., 217)

Another way yet to _discourage conversation is to complicate the syntax
to such an extent that the meaning is lost.

The Duchess is expert at

that type of exercise,
._., 'Never imagine . yourself not to be otherwise than what
it might appear to others that what you were or might
have been was not otherwise than what you had been would
have appeared to them to be otherwise.'
(A.W., 95)

Examples could be multiplied ad infinitum, for this is the kind of
conversation which Carroll imagines from beginning to end in the Alices.
In the argument is led a battle between conventional logic and nonsense
logic.

The use of the pun illustrates the confusion which words can

easily create in the mind, . and the unreliability of language in general.
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The constant interruptions prevent the speaker and the reader from
being carried away by beautiful speech.

Conversation in general ful-

fills, in the Alices, all the requirements of nonsense.
At this point, it will be useful to summarize and bring
together the principles and techniques that create nonsense literature, as exemplified by Lewis Carroll.

Nonsense, it has been showri,

is not absence of sense or absence of meaning; it is not gibberish.
It is not what is called 'common sense' indeed, but it has its own
logic within -its own system. · Nonsense focuses on language; it is a
verbal matter.

With words, ·nonsense ·aims at achieving pure order.

To

do this it gives words one meaning only and thus prevents the mind
from making associations in the system of logic it is accustomed to.
In Michael Holquist's words, "the effect is to estrange language .itself."
'

'

To create ·, understand or enjoy nonsense, one must "achieve a state of
radical linguistic innocence," · and "it'is necessary to put aside all
expectations which arise from the habit of creating meaning through
systems other than language." 27 · There ·is inore than emphasis on what
was called earlier total coincidence of word and reference; nonsense
does not ·attempt at finding out what is "real" or what is "true", and
it never reaches a conclusion.

As Alice says of Humpty Dumpty: "He

talks about it just as if it was a game."

Nonsense is an intellectual

game · which causes the reader to reevaluate his own system of l _o gic
}

and his own language by showing him their unreliability.

The system

of nonsense is totally reliable; and it is unique inasmuch as it does

27 Michael Holquist, 'What is a Boojum?', p. 153.
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not allow meaning or interpretation to be imposed on it.

One more

means used by nonsense writers to defy interpretation and assert that
they mean nothing beyond what they state is the coinage of new words-portmanteau words or 'mots-valises'.
of this is the 'Jabberwocky'.

The most fascinating illustration

The interpretation of this poem which

Carroll gives himself through Humpty Dumpty is really no interpretation
at all.

These new created words made out of two words combined is

another expression of Carroll's search for precision and for suppression of the disorder of language in relation to thought.
In conclusion, one needs to stress once more the fact that the
meaning of nonsense · lies in its structure which defies common logic.
As

Michael Holquist writes about Carroll's nonsense, it is
the attempt of an author to insure through the structure of his
work that the work could be perceived only as what it was, and
not for some other thing; the attempt to create an immaculate
fiction, a fiction that resists the attempts of readers, and
especially those readers who write criticism, to turn it into
an allegory, a system equatable with already existing systems
in the non-fictive world.28
Then the development of the literature of verbal nonsense

clearly poses the alternative between literature as an instrument for
the· expression of the individual's passions and ideologies, and literature as an art, a fiction in its own right.

Similarly, one main concern

of the dramatists of the Absurd is to expel from the theatre that which
belongs to other forms--discursive speech, philosophy, story-telling,
and so

on~-to

liberate the drama from any dependence on naturalism,

logic or traditional psychology, and to restore its quality of

28Holquist, 'What is a Boojurn?', p. 147.
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theatricality which is a means of direct communication of human
experiences.
Before this idea is developed in Chapter 4, a close examina. ,·

,

tion of Waiting for Godot and The Bald Soprano is useful in so far as
it reveals the extent of the French dramatists' use of the techniques
and stylistic devices of the literature of verbal nonsense.

•

.

~

• .

.·

.

.

: .'

t

~

.

Chapter 3
AN ANALYSIS OF WAITING FOR GODOT AND
THE BALD SOPRANO

The purpose of this chapter is to make an analysis of the two
plays ·chosen, Waiting _for Godot and The Bald Soprano, in the light of
the ·'nonsense principles' explained in Chapter 2.

It will show strik-

ing similarities between the dialogues in these plays and those of the
Alices.

More specifically·, it will show similarities in the way

language is handled.

This chapter precedes the generalizations on

the theatre of the Absurd, · and the explanation of why its use of the
techniqries ' of ·nonsense is successful, in order to follow throughout
this essay the method indicated in Chapter 2--a method which consists
in going from the particular to the general.

It will be necessary to

look at a large number of examples because works such as Lewis Carroll's
Alices and the plays by the French dramatists are considered radically
different in genre, scope, and intention.

But the concern here is ·of

discovering similarities of structure, and the presence of similar
techniques and stylistic devices.

The question of deciding whether there

is a direct and conscious influence of Lewis Carroll on Samuel Beckett
and Eugene Ionesco is of relatively minor importance for the purpose of
this thesis. 29

However, it might be appropriate to introduce this
' '

'

}

:

'

29 rt has already been noted that there was at least a considerable interest in Carroll's works by the French contemporary .playwrights.
See note 4, page 4.
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chapter with Martin Esslin's remarks

at

the beginning of the section of

his book called 'The Tradition of the Absurd.'
This is anticipating perhaps Chapter 4, but it justifies to
some degree the comparisons between Carroll and the French dramatists.
Martin Esslin writes,
Avant-garde movements are hardly ever entirely novel and
unprecedented. The Theatre of the Absurd is a return to old,
even archaic traditions. Its novelty lies in its somewhat unusual
combination of such antecedents, and a survey of these will show
that what may strike the unprepared spectator as iconoclastic
and incomprehensible innovation is in fact merely an expansion,
reevaluation, and development of procedures that are familiar
· and corrpletely acceptable in only slightly different contexts.
It is only from the set expectations of the naturalistic
and narrative conventions of .the theatre that the man in the
stalls will . find a play like Ionesco's The Bald Soprano shocking
and incomprehensible • . Let the same man sit in a music-hall, and
he will find the equally nonsensical cross-talk of the comedian
and his stooge, which is equally devoid of plot or narrative
content, perfectly acceptable. Let him take his children to one
of the ever-available dramatizations of Alice in Wonderland, and
he will find a venerable example of the traditional Theatre of the
Absurd, wholly delightful and not in the least obscure •
.It is only because -habit and fossilized convention have so
narrowed the public's expectation as to what constitutes theatre
proper that the attempts to widen its range meet with angry protests from those who have come to see a certain closely defined
kind of entertainment and who lack the spontaneity of mind to
let a slightly different approach make its impact on them.30
Directly following these lines, Martin Esslin lists the literature of
verbal nonsense among these 'age-old traditions' which constitute the
antecedents of the theater of the Absurd.
The present chapter gives a sununary of Waiting for Godot and
The Bald Soprano.

Following these, it gives numerous examples from

30Martin Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd (New York:
Doubleday & Co., Inc., Anchor . Books, _1969), pp. 281-2.
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the plays as they fall into the categories based upon the study of
· verbal· nonsense in Chapter 2 • . The subheadings appear as follows:
A Concrete Universe, The Treatment Given to Abstractions, Feelings
and Emotions,

Pseudo~logic,

and A Study of Conversation.

WAITING. FOR GODOT
Waiting for Godot was published in book form in 1952, and first
produced on the stage a year later.

The French title, En Attendant

Godot, is more accurately translated by While Waiting for Godot.

The

best sununary of the play is perhaps given by one of the characters himself: "Nothing happens, nobody

~omes,

nobody goes, it's awful!"

On

a

country road, by a bare tree, two old tramps, Vladimir and Estragon,
are waiting. · That is the opening situation at the beginning of Act I.
Estragon is trying desperately to take off one of his boots.
meets him and they are glad to reunite.

Vladimir

They had separated for the

night and Estragon had been beat by "the same lot as usual."
start a conversation which, from ·t hen on, will never cease.

They
They talk

mostly about the tree, the boots, a carrot, but also about suicide and
the Crucifixion.

Then Vladimir informs Estragon that they are waiting

.

for Godot whom they do not know, but with whom they have an appointment.
They are, however, confused about the time and place of their appointment.

They quarrel briefly because Estragon is indifferent to Vladimir's

conversation; then Vladimir gives him a carrot which he eats hungrily.
When he falls asleep, Vladimir, who cannot bear to be alone, wakes him
and tries to keep him interested.

A distraction occurs with the

arrival of the terrifying Pozzo and his slave Lucky.

The tramps' first
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thought is that this may be Godot.

But Pozzo is only a cruel man who

drives his servant by a rope tied around his neck.

He is the kind of

man who constantly needs an audience, and he is glad of the tramps'
company.

Pozzo starts eating without . any consideration for Vladimir

and Estragon who visibly have . been deprived of food for a long time.
They find Pozzo's conversation very boring, so, to break the monotony
'

of the .day, Pozzo offers them some entertainment.
awkward dance . called "The Dance of the Net."
he should think for Vladimir and Estragon.

Lucky executes an

Then, Pozzo decides that
Lucky's thought is inco-

herent, and consists of an accumulation of unrelated words, neologisms
and repetitions.

After Pozzo and Lucky's departure, Vladimir and

Estragon are trying to find other distractions, when a little boy
arrives and delivers the message that Mr. Godot cannot come, but that

he

will sureiy come . tomorrow. ' 'Night has now fallen; Vladimir tries to

get Estragon to look with him for a shelter 'in which to spend the night.
Estragon leaves his boots behind.

·Act I ends,

Estragon: Well, shall we go?
Vladimir: Yes, let's go.
[They do not move. ]
Act II begins ·on the next day, at the same place.
now four or five leaves.

The tree has

Vladimir returns first and begins to sing the

cyclic song of the thieving dog.
exchange of lines as in Act I.

Enters Estragon, and there is the same
Vladimir's recollections of the previous

day irritate Estragon who remembers nothing, except for being kicked
by Lucky.

Conversation goes on, as ' insignificant as ·ever.

An inter-

lude occurs when Estragon finds the .boots but does not .recognize them
as his.

After finding Lucky's hat,' they start an exchange of the three
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hats, shifting them from hand to hand.

They invent all sorts of other

ganes: trying on the boots, playing at Pozzo and Lucky, contradicting
each other, asking each other questions, doing their physical exercises, etc.

But here come Pozzo and Lucky again.

occurred, ·however.

A great change has

Lucky is now leading Pozzo who ·is blind.

is terrified and cries for help.

Pozzo

Lucky falls as he tries to help him;

Vladimir also falls when he tries to raise Lucky; and Estragon falls
while trying to lift Vladimir.

They now form a heap of bodies, and

they fight and argue while on the ground.

The blind Pozzo has become

a .pathetic figure; he claims that he does not remember their meeting
on the previous day.

Vladimir wants Lucky to sing for them but Pozzo

explains that Lucky is dumb.

They leave.

While Estragon is asleep

arrives the same little boy who delivers the same message.

Alone once

more, Vladimir and Estragon again consider hanging themselves to the
tree, but the piece of rope which Estragon has brought is rotten.

Act

II ends with the same lines of dialogue as in Act I, but spoken by the
same

characters in reverse order,.
Vladimir: Well, shall we go?
Estragon: Yes, let's go.
[They do not move.]

"It's the shape that matters," said Beckett who compensates artistically
for the shapelessness of the universe and of life.
THE

BALD

SOPRANO

The Bald Soprano, Ionesco's first play, written in 1948,
stresses the absence of conununication among persons.
it began, representing an ever-recurring cycle.

The play ends as

At the beginning, the
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language is perfectly intelligible, but it is also irrelevant and
insignificant • .. At the end of the play, the characters have resorted to
monosyllables and letters.
The· Bald Soprano is specifically designated by Ionesco himself
as the •tragedy of language.•
1950.

It was first performed in Paris in May,

The · features of the play are disparate.

came into being is by now universally known.

The way in which it
Ionesco, having decided

to learn English, took up L 1 Anglais sans Peine, and was introduced, in
successive lessons, to Mr. and Mrs. Smith, a typical English middleclass couple, to their maid Mary, and finally to their old friends, Mr.
and Mrs. Martin.

Amid this typically English group, a series of typi-

cally homely English conversations took place.

In the play, Ionesco

makes these couples solemnly inform each other of things that .are
obvious · to them.

1

The. clock, in a spirit .of contradiction, always

indicates the opposite of the correct time. ·
The play starts with Mrs. Smith informing her husband that they
have finished their dinner, that they both had three helpings of fish,
and that they have a two-year-old daughter named Peggy, who is happy
with her diet of milk and porridge.

At regular intervals during his

wife's monologue, Mr. Smith simply "continues to read, clicks his
tongue." . He ·becomes interested in the conversation when there appear
to be some discrepancies in his wife's logic • . They discuss then the
problem of why Doctor Mackenzie-King survived, .whereas his patient
Parker died, in spite of the fact that "Before operating on Parker, he
had his own liver operated on first, although he was not the least bit
ill." ·Mr. Smith returns to his newspaper to be confronted with the
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news that Bobby Watson has died.
From the discussion which follows, it becomes evident that there
is more than one Bobby Watson; there is, in fact, a whole large family
of Bobby Watsons. · The first Bobby Watson ·mentioned is referred to by
Mr. Smith as "the handsomest corpse in Great Britain."

And to Mrs.

Smith's "Poor Bobby/" Mr. Smith asks, "Which Bobby do you mean?"
Smith replies: "It is his wife that .I mean."
impossible to distinguish among these persons.

Mrs.

It is therefore virtually
The endless conversation

on the Watsons is briefly interrupted by the maid, Mary, who announces
that she has spent a pleasant afternoon ·at the cinema.

She also

announces that Mr. and Mrs. Martin are at the door; then she asks them
to step

in~

-·

There begins the scene between the Martins in which ·their marriage is shown to be an · insufficient basis for their recognizing each
other.

They have arrived together at the Smiths; they sit eyeing each

other, and they finally ·agree that they seem to have met before.

Mr.

and Mrs. Martin ·start remembering very precisely their actions that same
morning, and after an exploit of logical deduction, to their great sur-

prise reach the conclusion that as they seem ·to be living in the same
street, the same

house~

the same floor, the same room, the same bed,

they must necessarily be man and wife.

The scene is based on an episode

wheri Ionesco and his wife found themselves entering the same Metro
carriage by different doors arid went ·through an elaborate pantomine of
recognition. · The assurance of Mr. and Mrs. Martin of being married to
each other is reinforced when each -discovers that he has a pretty twoyear-old daughter named Alice, who has one white eye and one red eye.
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Another interpolation of the maid, who calls herself Sherlock Holmes,
discloses the fact that the Martins' logical reasoning is at fault.
They are not man and wife after · a11, for Mr. Martin's child has a white
right eye and a red left eye, and Mrs. Martin's a white left eye and a
red right

eye~

The Smiths finally join the Martins, and soon start blathering
on daily events.

Mrs. Martin has witnessed the most remarkable and

fantastic thing that morning: ·i n the street, a man was bent over . and
"was tying his shoe lace which had come . undone. 11
doorbell rings.

It rings four times.

At that moment, the

The first three times, Mrs.

Smith opens the door to find no one there.

When she obstinately re-

fuses to answer the fourth ring, Mr. Smith does so, to be greeted by
the Fire Chief.

The Smiths, the Martins, and the Fire Chief immediately

start a discussion on the ringing of the bell.
a ringing requires a ringer.

Mr. Smith affirms that

Mrs • Smith insists, from her recent

experience, that "when one hears the doorbell ring it is because there
is never anyone there," and that :the fourth · ring does not count.

The

Fire Chief, testifying that he had been staI).ding outside the door for
forty-five minutes, affirms that he did not ring the first two times, but
rang on the third one and then hid.

The Fire Chief finally offers a

solution to the disagreement between Mr. and Mrs. Smith on the matter
of the relationships between a ringing and a ringer.

After adding that

he cannot stay, he sits down and announces that he came to find out
whether or not the Smiths were having a fire at their home.

They have

none, but they insist that the Fire Chief stay and visit with them.
They in turn tell stories to each other but the Fire Chief's narratives
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are the best examples of complete illogicality.

The maid appears one

more titre to throw "herself on the neck of the Fire Chief" and recite
a poem in his honor, "The Fire."

After his departure, the Smiths and

the Martins resume their conversation which consists only of a parody
of cliches • . They soon become irritated with each other, and finally
express their hostility in speeches which crumble into mere sounds
and letters.

While the lights go out, at the end of the -play, Mr. and

Mrs. Martin take the place of the Smiths, and "the play begins again
with the Martins, who say exactly the same lines as the Smiths in the
first scene."
A

CONCRETE UNIVERSE
)

'

In Waiting for Godot, words which refer to simple and concrete
things constitute the framework of the play.

The dialogue is built

' .

around them, and conversation is about little else.
objects, the play would hardly exist.
-

'

'

'

'

Without these -

Indeed, one does not find in

'

Beckett the proliferation of objects which ·characterizes most of
Ionesco's plays, but the few things such as the tree, Estragon's boots,
and the hats play an essential role.

In the desolate landscape, the

tree becomes, on many occasions.' a matter for controversy,
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
_ Vladimir :
Estragon:

He said by the tree. (They look at the tree.)
Do you see any other?
What is it?
I don't know. A willow.
Where are the leaves?
It must be dead.
No more weeping.
Or perhaps it's not the season.
Looks to me more like a bush.
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Vladimir:
Estragon:

A shrub.
A bush.
(10)31

Estragon looks attentively at the tree.)

(Silence.
Estragon:

...

What about hanging ourselves?

............... ......

Let's hang ourselves immediately!
From a bough? (They go towards the tree.) I
· wouldn't trust it.
Estragon: We can always try.
Vladimir: Go ahead.
Estragon: After you.
Vladimir: No, no, you first.
Estragon: Why rre?
Vladimir: You're lighter than I am~
Estragon: Just so!
Vladimir: I don't understand.
Estragon: Use your intelligence; can't you?
(Vladimir uses his intelligence.)
Vladimir: (finally). I remain in the dark.
Estragon: · This is how it is. · (He reflects.) The bough . . •
the bough • • • (Angrily.) Use your head, can't you?
Vladimir: You' re my only hope • .·
Estragon: (with effort). Gogo light--bough not break-Gogo dead. ' ·Didi heav1--bough break--Didi alone.
Whereas-Vladimir: . I hadn't thought of that.
Estragon: If it hangs you it'll ha.n g anythi.n g,
Vladimir: But I am heavier than you?
Estragon: So you tell me. I don't know. There's an even
chance. Or nearly.
Vladimir: Well,- what do we do?
(12)
Estragon:
Vladimir:

In the second act, the tree has four or five leaves,
Vladimir:
•

•

•

•

• •

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Look at the tree.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The tree; look at the tree.
(Estragon looks at the tree.)
Was it not there yesterday?
(39)

Three or four pages later, Vladimir succeeds in showing Estragon the
change that has affected the tree,

31

All page numbers refer to the American Edition of Waiting for
Godot (New York: Grove Press, 1954).
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Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

The. tree!
The tree?
Do you not remember?
I'm tired.
Look at it.
(They look a"t: the .tree. )
I see nothing. .
.
But yesterday evening it was all black and
bare. And now it's covered with leaves •
•Leaves? ..
In .a single .night.
It .must be the Spring.
{42)

Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

• Your only hope is to disappear.
Where?
Behind the tree.
(Estragon hesitates.) Quick!
Behind the tree.
(Estragon goes and crouches
behind the tree.) Decidedly this tree will not
have been the slightest use to us.

Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

(48)

In spite of Vladimir's judgment upon the tree, his interest in it does
not die.

•

When the tramps decide to do their exercises, they "do .the
•

•

.I'

,

tree" (49), and, at the end of the play, they go back to their idea of
hanging themselves from the only living thing left, the tree,
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Everything's dead but the tree_
(Looking at the tree.) What is it?
.It's the tree.
Yes, but what kind?
I don't know. A willow.
(Estragon draws Vladimir towards the tree.
stand motionless before it. Silence.)
Why don't we hang ourselves?

They

(60)

Throughout the play, Estragon spends a considerable amount of time
trying to take off and put back on one of his boots,
(Estragon, sitting on a low mound, is trying to take off
his boot.) (7)
(Estragon tears at his boot.)

(7) .

. (Estragon with a supreme effort succeeds in pulling off
his boot.) (8)
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In Act I, they torment him; in Act II, they fit him perfectly,
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

Es tragon :
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

Where are your boots?
I must have thrown them away.
'Wh y.?
(exasperated). I don't know why I don't know.
No, I mean why did you throw them away?
(exasperated). Because they were hurting me.
(triumphantly, pointing at the boots.) There they
·. are! . (Estragon looks at the boots.) At the very
·Spot where you left them .yesterday!
(Estragon goes :towards the boots, inspects them
closely.) ,
. . They are not mine.
(stupefied). Not yours!
Mine were black. These are brown.
You're sure yours were .black?
Well they were kind of gray.
And these are brown. Show.
(picking up a boot). Well they're kind of green.
Show. (Estragon hands him the boot. Vladimir
inspects it, throws it down angrily.) • • •
(43)

Hats play an important role in Godot also.
characters wear bowlers.

The four

The hat seems to .have special virtues; with-

out his hat on his head, ·: Lucky cannot think.

Vladimir is constantly

curious as to what could be hidden inside his,
(He takes off his hat, peers inside it, feels about inside it,
shakes it, puts it back on again.)
(B)
At other times, he keeps fiddling with it.

When Vladimir and Estragon

decide to play at Pozzo and Lucky, they perform a marvelous pantomine
with the three hats (46).
In all, 74 lines of dialogue are about Estragon's boots or
feet; 42 about the tree, and at least 18 stage directions refer to the
hats.

Several other objects such as carrots, radishes, and turnips,

are the cause of serious arguments between Didi and Gogo (14, 44).
Pozzo, the 'cultured' one, is very disturbed when he loses the objects
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that define his identity--a pipe, a pulverizer, a watch, a rope, and a
whip. · His slave, Lucky, is also carrying all sorts of objects in a
bag, ·a nd food in a basket.

His heavy burden is very much like that of

the White Knight's horse in Alice in Wonderland.
Pozzo:

•• Thank you, gentlemen, and let me • • • (he
fumbles in his pockets) • . • let me wish you • • •
(fumbles) • • .. wish you . • • (fumbles) • • • what
· have I done with my watch? (Fumbles.) A genuine
half-hunter, . gentlemen, with deadbeat escapement!
(Sobbing.) Twas my granpa gave it to me!
Vladimir: Perhaps it's in your fob. (30)
~

In Godot, · all the characters are constantly entangled in cycles of
recurrences based on the few objects in their universe.
There is another feature of the play which is interesting from
the point of ;view of numbers and series.

Waiting for Godot -is a play

in two acts which represent two days in a long series of · days.

Leo

Spitzer, in 'Language of Poetry', · page 205,· writes of the representative
potential of the number

two~

.· In such expressions as "it rains and

rains," for example, ".· • ·.• language has chosen only two links in the
chain, which are called upon to represent the infinite expansion [rains
and rains and rains and rains, etc.] 32

Indeed, the play represents

two days in the lives of the tramps, and one knows that there have been
many days just like them before, and that they expect many more to come,
all alike.

~e

whole play is · an organized structure of statements and

images which interpenetrate each other but remain separate in their
content.

The structure includes also the enumerations of things typi-

cal of nonsense literature,

32 r..eo ·Spitzer,· ·,Language of Poetry' in Language: An Enquiry
· ·
into Its Meaning and Function, ed. Ruth Anshen (New York: Harper, 1957)
p. 202.
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Vladimir: ·. Consult his family.
Estragon: His friends.
Vladimir: His agents.
Estragon: His correspondents.
Vladimir: His books.
Estragon: His bank account. (13)
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

We could do our exercises.
Our movements.
Our elevations.
our relaxations.
To .warm us up.
To calm us down. (49)

The lists and merciless enumerations are also a feature of Beckett's
novels, particularly Watt, in which the character by the same name has
a kind of fascination ·for number and series--of numbers or of words.
In The Bald Soprano, the images which people Ionesco's mind
are also transformed into a concrete universe of words and things.
In fact, Ionesco's influence on his audience is . exactly like that of
the nonsense writer on his reader: Ioriesco causes one to ask constantly
the basic question about apparently familiar things, "What is it?" and
gives the impression that they are seen for the first time.
The everyday routine is described in all its ordinariness at
the beginning of the play, .
Mrs. Smith:

There, it's nine o'clock. We've drunk the soup,
and eaten the fish and chips, and the English
salad. · The children have drunk English water.
We've eaten well this . evening • • • • (9)33

The clock is an important object in .this play.

It is given human

attributes, and it participates in the dialogue by striking at different levels of intensity depending· on the lines.

It has a spirit

33All page numbers refer to the American Edition of The Bald
Soprano in Eugene Ionesco, Four Plays, translated by Donald M. Allen
(New York: Grove Press, 1958).
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of contradiction, .
Smith:

Mr·.

It runs badly. It is contradictory, and always
indicates the opposite of what the hour ·r eally is.
(34)

"We don't have the time, here" says Mrs. Smith, . and the clock rings
three loud times. ,
whole play.

~he

clock actually sustains . the dialogue in the

The only external element in The Bald Soprano is the

interruption of the dull routine of the day at the Smiths by a Fire
Chief who extinguishes fires and tells nonsensical stories.

The device

of enUireration and the coexistence of words taken out of their proper
:

. .

'·

context is used by Ionesco; it results in creating incongruous
l

.! .

phrases,
Mrs. Smith:

Yogurt is excellent for the stomach, the kidneys,
the app_endici tis, and . the apotheosis • . .( 10)
.

. .. ..

Or, in the Fire Chief's anecdote of the woman who died of inhaling
escaping gas,
Fire Chief:

For instance, a young woman asphyxiated herself
last week--she had left the gas on.
Mrs. Martin: Had she forgotte~ it?
Fire Chief: No, but she thought it was her comb. (28)
Another play, The Lesson, demonstrates perfectly Ionesco's use

of words as things·.

At the end of the play, the Professor kills his

pupil with the very mention of the word "knife."
In The Bald Soprano, the use of cliches which illustrates the
fact . that language has become automati~ and mechanical is very imper.

tant.

?

In fact, the dialogue in the very last scene is nothing but a
.. •

.

parody of cliches, until the characters lose their faculty of speech
entirely.
Mr • . Martin:
Mrs. Martin:

.

.

He who sells an ox today, will have an egg tomorrow.
I prefer a bird in the bush to a sparrow in a barrow.
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Mr. Martin:
Mr .• Martin:
Mrs. • Smith:
And so on.

Englishman's home is truly his castle. (38)
One doesn't polish spectacles with black wax.
Yes, but with money one can buy anything. (39)

An

Ionesco believes that some kind of truth can be expressed

in language by treating it with violence; by reducing it to fragments
and reconstructing phrases with the broken bits.
THE TREATMENT GIVEN TO ABSTRACTIONS,
FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS
In both plays, Waiting for Godot and The Bald Soprano, the
treatment given .to abstractions, feelings and emotions, is similar
to that of Carroll's in the Alices.

Abstractions are not allowed and

they are inunediately reduced t? something concrete and

cont~ollable.

In Waiting for Godot, one could not find more of an abstraction
than Godot himself, : the .title character who never gets on the

st~ge.

From beginning to end, Vladimir and Estragon wait for him, and from
ti~

to time, there are hints of his possible arrival.

These are false

alarms, but nevertheless they cause the tramps to feel uneasy.

The

vague notion of who Godot is and why they have an appointment with him
are the uncontrollable abstractions that dominate the play.

Both

Vladimir and Estragon are badly informed on Godot, and the unknown
makes them feel insecure; so, when the noise they just heard is nothing
but the wind in the reeds, they are relieved,
Vladimir: Listen!
(They listen, grotesquely rigid.)
Estragon: I hear nothing.
Vladimir: Hsst! (They listen. Estragon loses his balance,
almost falls. He clutches the arm of Vladimir who
totters. They listen, huddled together.) Nor I.
(Sighs of relief. They relax and separate.)
Estragon: You gave me a fright.
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Vladimir: I thought it was he.
Estragon: Who?
Vladimir: Godot.
Estragon: Pah! The wind in the reeds.
Vladimir: I could have sworn I heard shouts.
Estragon: And why would he shout?
Vladimir: At his horse.
{silence)
Estragon: . (violently) • I'm hungry! (13)
Estragon cannot bear this incertitude about Godot, and he reduces it
to a familiar biological phenomenon, . "I'm hungry! 11

Then they start a

discussion on food, not only to pass the time, but to give themselves
a feeling of security in turning to a routinized conversation.
This is not the end of allusions to various literary, religious
or philosophical concepts, however.

Indeed, as in the Alices, here

also the _abstract elements are one .of the opponents in the game of
nonsense.

If there were no recurrent mentions of abstractions, the

game would end for lack of _an opponent.

So Estragon comes back to his

question,
Estragon (chewing):

I asked you a question.

Both tramps in turn try to elude ·the problem.
indifference:
the carrot?"

"Ah."

There is first Vladimir's

Then Vladimir's return to a safer topic: "How's

Estragon's reply to this is an excellent illustration of

the absolute coincidence of word and meaning which concrete things provide: "It's a carrot."

He is perfectly happy chewing his carrot until

it has almost disappeared, which brings him back to his problem.
Estragon:

I've forgotten.
(Chews). That's what annoys me.
(He looks at the carrot appreciatively, dangles it
between finger and thumb.) I'll never forget this
carrot. {He sucks the end of it meditatively.)
Ah yes, I remember. (14)

But Vladimir is reticent again: "I don't hear a word you are saying."
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And: -"How do you mean tied?"
Often the characters of Waiting for Godot are alone or feel
alone.

But again, fear is not allowed.

The tramps then invent all

sorts of games to leave no room for . emotions and feelings.

When these

do creep in, they have other means of disintegrating them.

For

example,
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Together . again, at last! We'll have to celebrate
this. But how? {He reflects.) Get up till I
embrace you.
-(irritably). Not now, not now. (7)
';

When Estragon has made the other Cl!lgry 1 it is his turn to ask for an
1

embrace,
Vladimir:
Estragon:

{without turn~g). · · I've nothing to say to you.
(step forward). · You're angry?
(Silence. Step forward.) Forgive me.
(Silence. Step forward. Estragon lays his hand on
Vladimir's shoulder.) Come, Didi.
(Silence.) Give
me· your hand'. {Vladimir half turns.) Embrace me!
(Vladimir stiffens.) Don't be stubborn! (Vladimir
softens. ·They embrace. Estragon recoils.) You
stink of garlic! {12)

This is a perfect example of the technique of nonsense which allows
emotions into the conversation to a certain point to then better put
them in complete check.
Beckett also· uses the coinage of new words to deflect the
meanings of vague abstract notions.

Consider Pozzo's words: "Beauty,

grace, truth of the first water1 I ' knew they were all beyond me.
I took a knook." (22)
by me."

The playwright

So

"A knook," eXplains Beckett, "is a word invented
~rouses

consistently the hope of the fulfill-

ment of expectations, only to let them die away.

There will not be,

after all, any philosophical statements on beauty or truth.

Pozzo is
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a sadistic master; in fact, the high values he just mentioned have been
taught to him by Lucky.
a thing.

And he has turned Lucky. into a slave, that is

Pozzo also raises the issue of suffering, but he never elabo-

rates,
Pozzo:

• • • Do I look like a man that can be made to suffer?
Frankly? {He rununages in his pockets.) What have I
done with my pipe? (23)

In 'Ihe Bald Soprano, the expression of feelings and emotions
is also suppressed,
Mr. Smith: · [also getting up and going towards his wife tenderly]:
· Oh, my little ducky daddles, what a little spitfire
you are! • . • • [He takes her by the waist and kisses
her.] What a ridiculous pair of old lovers we are!
Come, let's put out the lights and go bye-byes.
Mary [entering]: I'm the maid. I have spent a very pleasant
afternoon. I've been at the cinema. • • • . (14)

Mr. and Mrs. Smith's demonstrations of affection are coldly interrupted
by the obvious · statements .of fact of the maid.

Exactly the same device

is used later with the .Martins. {19)
When the Fire Chief has reconciled Mr. and Mrs. Smith on their
argument over the doorbell ringing, he suggests,
Fire Chief:
Mrs. Smith:
Mr. Martin:

• • • [To the Smiths]: Go on and kiss each other.
We kissed each other a little while ago.
They'll kiss each other tomorrow. They have
plenty of time. (27)

And when the Fire Chief himself is carried away by dream and philosophy,
he quickly returns to practicality,
•• . ~ All this .is very subjective • • • but this
is my conception of the world. My world. My
dream. My ideal • • • And now this reminds me
that I must leave. Since you don't have the time
here, I must tell you that in exactly three-quarters
. ; of an hour and sixteen minutes. • • • (37)

Fire Chief:

These examples show that, in the French modern plays as well as in the
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Alices, the dreaming tendency of the mind that weaves networks of
relations and associations is not permissible; neither are emotions
and feelings for they prevent the intellect from having control of
its material. · This is achieved by constantly breaking the flow of
speech with a return to the use of words referring to daily experience .,
brutal . interruption, and a strong addiction to the concrete.
· ;· .'PSEUDO-LOGIC
In Waiting for Godot and The Bald Soprano, the process of
logical thinking is reduced to absurdity.

Carroll the mathematician

also favored this type of intellectual exercise.

In Godot, precise

and analytical discussions of problems--from The Four Evangelists'
account of the Crucifixion to the taste of carrots--are shown to lead
only to confusion.

And it is interesting to note that mockery of

human logic is always a great source of the comic.
Logic and reasoning are introduced in the tramps' trivial
conversation,
Estragon:

•

Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Funny, the more you eat the worse it gets.
With me it's just the opposite.
In other words?
I get used to the muck as I go along.
(after prolonged reflection). Is that the opposite? (14)

• •

Later in the play, when

Pozzo;~the

learned master, arrives with his

slave Lucky, logic and reasoning are parodied,
Pozzo:
·Why he doesn't make himself comfortable?
Let's try and get .this clear. Has he not the right to?
Certainly he has. It follows that he doesn't want to.
· There's ·. reasoning for . you • . : And why doesn't he want to?
(Pause). Gentlemen the reason is this. (21)
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Much later, the problem of "Why doesn't he. put · down his bags?" has not
yet been solved.

But Vladimir suggests a brilliant solution, .

Estragon: Why doesn't he put down his bags?
Vladimir: Rubbish!
Are you .sure?
Pozzo:
Vladimir: · Damn it if you haven't ·already told ·us?
I've already told you?
Pozzo:
Estragon: He's already told us?
Vladimir: Anyway he has put them down.
Estragon: (Glance at Lucky). So he has.
. And what of it?
Vladimir: Since he has put down his bags it is impossible
-we should have asked why he does not do so.
Pozzo:
Stoutly reasoned! (27)
This kind of reasoning is based on the concept of time.
universe, there is no "before" and "after".

In the tramps'

The conversation in

Through the Looking-glass is equally absurd since time is reversed,
and the future · happens before the past and the present: "Are we nearly
there?" Alice managed to pant out at last.

"Nearly there!" the Queen
' .

r ·e peated.

"Why, we passed it ten minutes ago!"

Considering the length of Waiting for Godot, the amount of
time spent in trying to solve trivial problems is considerable, but it
allows the writer to introduce the mockery of common logic.

In Act II,

Vladimir gives the audience the benefit of other useless mental convolutions,
Vladimir:

All I know is that the hours are long, under
these conditions, and constrain us to beguile
them with proceedings which•-how shall I .say-which may at first sight seem reasonable, tintil
they become a habit~ You may say it is to prevent
our reason from foundering. No doubt. But has
it not been long staying in the night without end
of the abyssal depths? That's what I sometimes
wonder. You follow my reasoning? (51)

Lucky's speech (28) is the most obvious parody .of conventional
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logic in Godot.

The monologue--too long to be .quoted here--parodies

scientific and philosophical discourse more specifically.

Denis

Johnston gives a colourful description of it,
One should note that superb pastiche of the religious and
philosophical ideas of the average Western man that is
embodied in Lucky's solitary speech, where the prose hesitates at each hurdle and then · goes back to try again, like
'a horse balking at a jump. . It is an especial loss when the
words of this speech are thrown away in production by
·. gabbling or inaudibiii ty. 34
This illustrates the irregularity of surface which is typical of the
modern plays and of nonsense.

There is a great effort on the writer's

part to impede the progression of the linear narrative.
In The Bald Soprano, . conunon .logic is treated in very much the
same manner,

,.

Mrs. Smith:
.

Mr. Smith:

Mrs. Smith:
Mr. Smith:

1

' .· .

• • • He is a good doctor. One can trust him.
He never prescribes any medicine that he's
.not tried out on him.self first. Before operating
on Parker, he had his own liver operated on first,
although he was not the least bit ill.
But how does it happen that the doctor pulled
through while Parker died?
Because the operation was successful in the
doctor's case and it was not in Parker's.
Then Mackenzie is not a good doctor. The operation
should have succeeded with both of them or else both
should have died. (10)

Here is another instance .of Mr. Smith's · logic; he is reading his newspaper,
Mr.

Smith:

• • • Here's a thing I don't understand. In the
newspaper they always give the age of the deceased
persons but never the age of the newly born. That
doesn't make sense. (11)

34 oenis Johnston, 'An Irish Evaluation, Waiting with Beckett,'

in Casebook ~Waiting for Godot, ed. Ruby Cohn (New York: Grove
Press, 1967).
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The scene of recognition between.Mr. and Mrs. Martin (15-17),
described in the summary of the play at the beginning of this chapter,
is nothing but logical deductions.

The reasoning which leads ·to their

recognition of each other as man and wife is so simple and so obvious
that it would appear to be faultless . . Yet, it is instantly destroyed
by the maid, Mary, who proves that Mr. and Mrs. Martin are wrong
because Mr. Martin has a child with a red left eye and a white . right
eye, and Mrs. Martin has a child with· a white left eye and a red right
..

,•

.

eye.
The failure of logical thought is well illustrated also in the
bell-ringing episode (22-27).

Ionesco makes fun of the principle most

cherished of the rationalists, the law of causality.

In The Bald

Soprano, there is no assurance that given a particular cause, a
particular result will follow. · Mrs. Smith _explains: "My husband said
that each time the doorbell rings there is always someone there.

.. .

And I was saying that each time the doorbell rings there is never
anyone there • • • · • it has been proved, not by theoretical demonstrations , but by facts • 11

Then, . ·.

Mr. Smith: - That's false, since the Fire Chief is here.
He rang the bell, I opened the door, and there
· he was.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

Mrs. Smith: Yes, but it was only when you heard the doorbell
ring the fourth time that there was someone there.
And the . fourth time doesn • t count.
And

so on until,

Mr. Martin:

In short, we still do not know whether, when the
doorbell rings, there is someone there or not!
Mrs. Smith: Never. anyone.
Mr. Smith: . Always someone.
Fire Chief: I am going to r~concile you. You both are partly
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Mrs.

right. When the doorbell rings, sometimes
there is someone, other times there is no one.
Martin: This seems logical to me. (25-27)

Thus the usual modes of logic are proved to be quite useless to clarify
this little problem.

Another example of pseudo-logic--or "imitation"

of logic., as the Old Man says in The Chairs--is one of the stories told
by the Fire Chief, :
A young calf had eaten too much ground glass. As a result,
it was obliged to give birth. It 'brought forth a cow into
the world. However, since the calf was mal~, the cow could
not call him Mamma. Nor could she call him Papa, because
the calf was too little. The calf was ·then obliged to get
married and the registry office carried out all the details
completely a la mode.
.
This narrative :is particularly interesting because of its tight logical
structure as opposed to its nonsensical content.

The story·is completely

illogical, yet the propositions are tied together by transitional words
which refer to the law of causality: "as a result," "however," "since,"
"because," "then."

The basic fallacies within the classical forms of

logic are emphasized with the meaningless content.

The framework pre-

tends to logic; but the story itself is nonsense.

In another play, Rhinoceros, Ionesco has
characters, and -in a discussion between the

a L_ogician

~gician

amo~g

his

and an Old Gentleman,

the very heart of logic, : the syllogism, is parodied,
Logician:

·• · • • Here is an example of a syllogism.
The cat has four paws. Isidore and Fricot
both have four paws. Therefore Isidore and
. Fricot are cats.
Old Gentleman: ·• ·• • My dog has got four paws •
Logician:
·~ • · ~ Then it' s a cat.
Old Gentleman: (. ~ · • after deep reflection]. So then logically
. speaking 1 my dog must be a cat?
Logician:
• • • Logically, yes.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Logician:
Old Gentlemen:

• ~ ~ Another syllogism. All cats die.
Socrates is dead. Tnerefore Socrates is
a cat.
And he's got four paws. That's true. I've
got a cat named Socrates. (R, 18-19)35

Tlle syllogism is one of Carroll's favourite intellectual exercises.
Consider the Cheshire Cat's logic,
"To begin with~" · said the Cat, "a dog's not mad. You
grant that?"
"I suppose so, 11 said ·Alice.
"Well, then," the Cat went on, "you see a dog growls
when it's angry, and wags its tail when it's pleased. Now
~growl when I'm pleased, and wag my tail when I'm angry.
Therefore I'm mad." (A.W., 68)
The pseudo-logic constructed by Carroll and the modern dramatists is
based mostly on contradiction, and on the association 'of ' causeless and
unrelated phenomena, but it retains the carefully-built frame of logic. ,-

A STUDY OF CONVERSATION
-

t " •

I

•

Alice is constantly argui_ng with the creatures in Wonderland

and Through the . Looking-glass.

Similarly, the conversation in Waiting

for Godot and The Bald Soprano is mostly based on argument.

"That's

the idea, let's make a little conversation," says Estragon, and a few
lines _later they

a~ready

disagree,

Vladimir: Haven't they?
Estragon: What?
Vladimir: Changed.
Estragon: Very likely. They all change. Only we can't.
Vladimir:' Likely! It's certain. Didn't you see them?
Estragon: I suppose I did. But I don't know them.
Vladimir: Yes you do know them.
Estragon: No I don't know them~
Vladimir: We know them, I tell you. You forget
everything. (32)

35 ronesco, Rhinoceros (New York: Grove Press, 1960).
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In Act II, the argument is no longer disguised under the term conversation, and it shows an increasing . lack of consideration for each other:
"That's the idea, let's contradict each other." (41)
let's abuse each other."

"That's the idea,

And, "Now let's make it up." (48)

.In Godot, conversation follows the same pattern as the play itself: it constantly returns to the beginning; it leads nowhere but into
a circle.
(41)

"We could start all over again perhaps," suggests Vladimir.

The -circular pattern is reinforced by the introduction of innumer-

able repetitions, returns to earlier phrases and situations.

Estragon

asked "Why doesn't he put down his bags?" for the first time on page 17;
six pages later, the question has become a monotonous refrain soon
replaced by "You want to get rid of him?" repeated five
has described the dialogue as being "full of echoes."

:tim~s.

A critic

Indeed, there

are so many repetitions, refrains and interruptions that normal progressive conversation is impossible.

Here are some of the refrains,

"Nothing to be done."
"Let's play this or that."
. "Wha~ are we doing. here?"
"We are waiting for Godot."
"Well, shall we go?"
"Yes, let's go." Conversation is also hampered by many unfinished phrases and never
answered questions,
Vladimir:
Estragon~

Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

(looking around). You recognize the place?
I didn't say that • .
Well?
That makes no difference.
All the same • • • that tree • • • (turning
towards the auditorium) that bog • • •
You're sure it was this evening?
What? (10)

...
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Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Well?
What was I saying, we could go on from there.
What were you saying when?
At the very beginning.
The very beginning of WHAT? (42)

One can almost hear Humpty Dumpty saying to Alice, : "Let• s go back to
the last remark but one."

And Alice's reply: "I'm afraid I can't quite

remember it. 11
And Pozzo who is no longer able to deliver a speech nevertheless
requires his audience's attention,
Estragon:
Pozzo:

(to Pozzo). Everything seems black to hi~ to-day.
Except the firmament.
(He laughs, pleased with the
witticism.) But I see what it is, you are not from
these parts, you don't know what our twilights can
do • . Shall I tell you? (Silence. Estragon is fiddling
with his boot again. Vladimir with his hat.) I can't
refuse you.
(Vaporizer.) A little attention, if you
please. · (Vladimir and Estragon continue their fiddling,
Lucky is half asleep. Pozzo cracks his whip feebly.)
What's the matter with this whip? (He gets up and
cracks it more _v igourously, finally with success. Lucky
jumps. Vladimir's hat, Estragon's boot, Lucky's hat
fall to the · ground. Pozzo throws down the whip.)
Worn out, this whip.
(He looks at Vladimir and Estragon.) . What was I saying? (25)

Most of the time, ·conversation is. just what Estragon describes,
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Do • • • I suppose we blathered.
(controlling himself.) About what?
Oh. · •• this and that I suppose, nothing
in particular. (With assurance.) Yes,
now I remember, yesterday evening we
spent blathering about nothing in particular.
That's .been going on for half a century. (42)
.

, .: • .

The extreme complication of the syntax which has been indicated
in Chapter 2 as being, in nonsense, a way of deflecting meaning, becomes
' ·

in Godot a particularly clever complication of pronouns,
Vladimir:

One out of four. Of the other three two
don't mention any thieves at all and the
third says that both of them abused him? .

..

l
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Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Who?
What?
What's all this about?

Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:

Lucky?
The one that went for you yesterday.
I tell you there were ten of them.
No, before that, the one that kicked you. (50)

Abused who? (9)

Carroll has produced an example of this kind of confusion in
the poem of 'Alice's Evidence,'
Then they told me you had been to her,
. And mentioned me to him:
She gave me a good character,
But said I could not swim •

. . .. .. -. . . . . .
.,.

· ~... .

·•

~

.

~

....

gave her one, they gave him two,
You gave us three or more;
· They all . returned from him to you,
Though they were mine before.
I

;_

i

...................
My notion was that you had been
'· · (Before she had this fit) .
An obstacle that came between
Him, and ourselves, and it~ (A.W., 126)
And

finally~

when the conversation becomes too complicated, the

resource is to state .the obvious.

This is how Estragon ends the dis-

cussion on the two thieves at the Crucifixion,
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

Then the two of them must have been damned!
And why ·not?
But one of the four says that one of the two
was saved.
Estragon: Well? They don't agree and that's all there
· · · is to it. (9)
;

.

Amid this nonsensical conversation and phony arguments, normal
speech and poetry are allowed from time to time,

Pozzo:

• • • (lyrically.)
constant quantity~

The tears of the world are a
For each one who begins to weep
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somewhere else another stops.
of the laugh. • • • (22)

The same is true

Estragon: All the . dead voices. ·
Vladimir: . They make a noise like wings.
Estragon: Like leaves.
Vladimir: Like sand.
Estragon: · Like leaves.
Silence.
Vladimir: They all speak at once.
Estragon: Each one to itself.
Silence.
Vladimir: Rather they ·whisper.
Estragon: They rustle. ·
Vladimir: They murmur. . ·
Estragon: They rustle. ·
Silence. (4)
Regular speech and conversation are therefore not totally discarded.
Rather they appear occasionally and create a break in· the irregularity
of the general pattern.

The treatment given to conversation remains

! '

that which Robert Champigny describes: "For Vladimir and Estragon, and
even for Pozzo, language is no longer an idol, but neither is it a tool
.. ·!

or a toy.
toys.

.

i

Rather it consists of fragments of broken idols, tools, and

The characters toss out a theme, a kind of verbal montage, and

then they abandon it. 11 36
In The Bald Soerano, Ionesco reduces the dialogues to insignificance by using basically the same methods.

Characters argue constantly,

Mrs. Smith:
Mrs. Martin:

He won't admit he's wrong.
My husband is very obstinate, too. (23)

Fire Chief: ·

• • • Good evening, Mrs. Smith • . You appear
to be angry.

Mrs. Smith:
Mr. Smith:

Oh!

Mr. Martin:

'

.

You see it's because my wife is a little
chagrined at having been proved wrong.
There's been an argument between Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, Mr. Fire Chief.

36 Robert Champigny, 'Waiting for Godot: Myths, Words, Wait.'
(PMLA, 1960), p. 330.
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......

.... . .......

.

"

Well, what is it all about?
My husband was claiming • • •
No, it was you who was claiming.
Yes, it was she.
No, _i t was he. (24)

Fire Chief:
Mrs. smith:
Mr. Smith:
Mr. Martin:
Mrs. Martin:

Earlier, the long conversation on the Bobby Watson clan had led to an
argument between Mr. and Mrs. Smith also,
But why doesn't he work those three days
if there's no competition?
Mr. Smith:
I don't know everything. I can't answer all
your idiotic questions!
Mrs. Smith
[offended]: Oh! Are you trying to humiliate me?
Mr. Smith
[all smiles]: You know very well that I'm not.
Mrs. Smith: . Men are all alike! • • • (13)
Mrs. Smith:

And in Ionesco's Frenzy for Two, written in 1962, a couple, He and
She, spend their lives in petty and

~ntolerable

arguments.

Their main

argument i"s whether or not the snail and the turtle are the same animal.

The issue is arbitrary and ridiculous.
Repetitions, like most other devices, are more obvious in The

Bald Soprano than in Waiting for Godot.

Mrs. Smith is going to tell a

story,
Mrs. Smith:

I only know one. I'm going to tell it to you.
It's called "The Bouquet."
My wife has always been romantic.
She's a true Englishwoman.
Here it is • • • •

Mr. Smith:
Mr. Martin:
Mrs. Smith:

.

~

..

;

'

And these speeches are repeated three times.
!

~

,,

But the very first lines

:

of the play--the stage directions--are a better example yet,
A middle-class English interior, with English armchairs.
An English evening •. ·· Mr• Smith, an Englishman, seated in his
English armchair and wearing English slippers, is smoking
his English pipe and reading an English newspaper, near an
English ·fire • . He is wearing English spectacles and a small
gray English mustache. ·· ·Beside him, in another English armchair, Mrs. Smith, · an Englishwoman, is darning some English
socks. A long moment of English . silence. The ·English clock
strikes 17 English strokes.
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In the scene which follows, the conversation between Mr. and Mrs. Smith
--mostly about their evening . meal--is also so full of repetitions that
it results in presenting words completely empty of meaning.
The Bald Soprano presents a new type of extreme complication
of a sentence in the Fire Chief's story entitled: "The Headcold."
My brother-in-law had, . on ' the p~ternal side, a first cousin
whose maternal uncle had a father-in-law whose paternal
grandfather had married · as his second wife a young native
whose brother he had met on one of his travels, a girl of
whom he was enamored and by whom .he had a son who married
an intrepid lady pharmacist who was none other than the
niece of an unknown fourth-class petty officer of the Royal
Navy and whose adopted -father had an aunt who spoke Spanish
fluently and who was, · perhaps, one of the granddaughters of
an engineer who died young, himself the grandson of the owner
of a vineyard which produced mediocre wine, but who had a
second cousin, a stay-at-home, a sergeant-major, whose son
had married a very pretty young woman, • • • • (33-34)
·~

·. .:

..

...

:

. -

And this goes on for another page and a half.

Ionesco's use of these

techniques is far more obvious that Beckett's, merely because the main
characteristic of ·Ionesco's.writing 'is also extreme exaggeration.
Ionesco increases the impact of a typical nonsense conversation by
using these devices in a cumulative

way~

For a last comparison between Lewis Carroll's nonsense dialogue ~nd Ionesco '·s, consider a ' section of the last scene of The Bald
Soprano, and an exerpt from a letter which Carroll wrote to one of his
child-friends.

Carroil is describing how his mathematical lectures are

conducted for the benefit of a single student,
It is the most important point, you know, that the tutor should
be dignified and at a distance from the pupil, and that the
pupil should be as much as possible degraded.
Otherwise, you know, they are not humble enough.
So I sit at the further end of the room; outside the
door (which is shut) sits the scout: outside the outer door
.
(also shut) .sits the sub-scout: . half-way downstairs sits the

-
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sub-sub-scout; and down in the yard sits the pupil.
The questions are shouted from one to the other,
. and the answers come back in the same way--it is rather
confusing till you are well used to it. The lecture goes
on something like this:
Tutor. What is twice three?
Scout. What's a rice-tree?
Sub-scout. When is ice free?
Sub-sub-scout. What's a nice fee?
Pupil (timidly). Half a guinea!
Sub-sub-scout. Can't forge any!
Sub-scout. Ho for Jinny!
Scout. Don't be a ninny!
Tutor (looks offended, but tries another question).
Divide a hundred by twelve!
Scout. Provide wonderful bells!
Sub-scout. Go ride under it ·yourself.
Sub-sub-scout. Deride the dunderheaded elf!
Pupil (surprised). Wo do you mean?
Sub-sub-scout. Doings .between!
Sub-scout. Blue is the screen!
Scout. Sou-tureen! _
And so the lecture proceeds.
. .. . , .Such is life. 37 .

The humour of this piece underlines a more serious concern of Carroll's.
It reveals his interest in the failure of communication.

The same ,

concern is attributed to Ionesco--and Beckett for that matter--by the
critics.

A

careful study of Ionesco's play, The Lesson, shows a great

similarity with Carroll's dialogue between the tutor and his pupil • . .
But in The Bald Soprano, the same situation exists, although outside
of a teacher-pupil
re1ationship,
.
.
~

Mrs • Martin :
Mr. Martin:
Mr. Smith:
Mrs • · Martin:
Mrs. Smith:

~

Don't ruche my brooch!
Don't smooth the brooch!
Groom the goose, don't goose the groom • .
The goose grooms.
Groom , the .tooth.

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
'•

I

~

•

••

: . '" .

· ··
37Letters to Childs-Fr.i ends, pp. 17-18; quoted by Robert D.
Sutherland, Langua~ and Lewis Carroll (The Hague: Mouton, 1970), p. 27.
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Mrs. Martin:
Mrs • Smith ·:
Mr. Martin:
Mr. Smith:

Scaramouche!
Sainte-Nitouche!
Go take a douche.
I've been goosed.

.. ..... .......
•·

.

(40)

This dialogue between the Smiths and the Martins constitutes the last
step before the complete disinteg!ation of language which ends the
play.
In spite of the fact that these selected quotations do little
justice to the works, they do show sufficient similarities between
Carroll·• s writing and the modern drama examined here.

This thesis does

not pretend to be comprehensive, and only a small section of the aspects of nonsense literature have been shown to be present in the
modern plays.

There would be examples to cite which would show the

elements of cruelty, and the lack of beauty and proportion in Beckett
and Ionesco's works.

The need for differentiation and the loss of

identity--of which complains Humpty Dumpty--are also features of the
modern plays.

And one could elaborate on the fact that the creatures

which people the nonsense uni vers·e , and the characters in Beckett and
Ionesco's plays, are solitaries.

A firsthand examination of the plays

and of the Alices would, with the multiplicity of examples, only confirm
the fact that language is handled in very much the same manner by
Carroll, Beckett and Ionesco.
The concern underlying such a treatment of language is also
similar, as it is pointed out in a recent linguistic study on Carroll.
In probably the most exhaustive work of the kind on the Victorian
writer, Robert Sutherland explains,
Without greatly concerning himself about underlying theoretical
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principles, Carroll simply capitalized upon the functional
characteristics of language which, as revealed in general
usage, offered inherent possibilities for absurdity. He
saw that, at least part of the time, most people are careless
in their use of language, that they often confuse ·,the symbols
with the things symbolized, invest words with a 'magical'
autonomy~ and fall prey, through their carelessness, to lexical and structural ambiguity. He saw that much in conventional
usage is quite illogical when viewed from a vantage point ·
outside the convention, and realized that humor could be
derived from treating these usages in a strictly logical and
non-conventional manner. 38
Beckett and Ionesco also gained some of their most comic effects from
the mockery of man's confidence in his beliefs, and in the laws which
govern his reasoning.

Both Waiting for Godot and The Bald Soprano

are devoted in great part to showing the poverty of the human uses of
language, and the failure of most people to employ modes of discourse
which would serve as vehicles for satisfying conununication.

Instead,

they manipulate words and twist their customary meanings in order to
confuse.

And finally, Beckett and Ionesco have both expressed the

sentiment that people constantly take refuge behind banal conunonplaces
in order to hide their incapacity to feel or think.
The originality of their writing lies in the fact that they
have so structured their

~lays

that they illustrate directly the con-

clusions they have drawn on language and communication.

Nonsense, it

has been said, does not attempt to find out what is "true" and what is
"real"; and the inner structure of nonsense writing is itself a commentary on the unreliability of conventional logic and of language.
The playwrights of the Absurd react against systems of interpretation

38

R. Sutherland, Language and Lewis Carroll, p. 28.
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being imposed on a work--Ionesco is inexhaustible on the subject--and
they also illustrate in their plays a state of affairs, regarding
language, which appears to have reached, in this century, a stage of
crisis.

It becomes therefore evident that the dramatists of the
.

.

Absurd are using an appropriate vehicle for expression to suit their
purpose, when they make use of the techniques of the literature of
verbal nonsense.
In the concluding chapter, the expression of Beckett and
Ionesco's concern through the formal structure of their plays is
explained in terms of the wider trend in the French drama which came
to be called theatre of the Absurd.

Chapter 4
CONCLUSION
The statement made at the end of the previous chapter, which
says in effect that there is a similar concern underlying the treatment of language by Carroll and the dramatists of the Absurd, needs
to be clarified.

To leave it at that would be an oversimplification.

The concern is similar perhaps in a general and superficial
way, but the literary aims are different.
matician and a logician.

Lewis Carroll was a ma.the-

His own particular turn of mind inclined

him towards these subjects.

The aspect of his character which was

expressed by a compulsive need for precision and order, was already
evident at the early age of twelve.

The headmaster .of the Richmond

Granunar School where Carroll ,was sent testifies to the fact: "his
reason is so clear and so jealous of error, that he will not rest
satisfied without a most exact solution of whatever appears to him
obscure." 39

Later, as Carroll became a student of formal logic, he

naturally investigated the resources and limitations of the English
language as an instruroont of thought and

conununication~

As a student

of language, he had to deal with the _questions of meaning.
·,

~

But Robert

..

Sutherland underlines the fact that Carroll had very few theoretical
principles of his own regarding language.

Rather, he says,

Carroll's paramount aim was to delight and entertain, not (in
his earlier works, at least) to admonish and instruct. He
'

.,

. -.

39 sutherland, p. 30.
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saw that language, . by virtue of ·its inherent potential . for
creating ambiguities and of its illogical conventions of
usage, was an admirable vehicle, ready to hand, for creating
humorous situations in his works and for providing tests for
his young readers' , ingenuity.40 ·
The view expressed here is then that Lewis Carroll's literary
aims were simply to amuse and entertain by making use of the potentially
rich source of humour which failures in communication represent.

How-

ever serious his concern .with theoretical principles may have been,
Carroll produced works which belong, for the . most part, to the literature for children.

His . observations on language and its misuse remain

nevertheless very perceptive.

His whimsical illustrations of these

observations result in drawing attention inevitably to far more serious
problems than Alice's so-called Adventures.

And the possibility that

Carroll was not aware of the serious implications of his verbal constructions does not minimize, in any way, the influence they have had
on linguists and on ·other writers. 41
A fact has been noted by R. Sutherland, which is very significant for the .present study,
· It is interesting that most .of Carroll's illustrations of
communication difficulties occur in speech contexts. It
· would seem that '. he was well aware that language is, · in its
communicative role, · essentially oral, and that writing is
largely an attempt to reproduce in concrete form the sounds
of speech. Thus, most of his illustrations dealing with
non-understanding and misunderstanding occur because soundsequences are nonsensical and ambiguous • • • • 4 2

-.

.

.

40 sutherland,· pp. 183-4.
41

Ac~ording to R. Sutherland, twentieth century theoricians

in the field of linguistics do not hesitate to illustrate their principles with examples from Carroll's works.
42

•. :

..

·.

Sutherland, p. 212.
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"Language is, in its conununicative role, essentially oral."

I wish to

advance this statement · as a basis for a possible solution to the ·question raised in Chapter 1: "Why should a type of literature, often dis.missed as children's stuff or 'poetry run wild,' emerge in a totally
different art form such .as the · French contemporary theatre?"
Indeed, Alice herself was saying: "What is the use of a book
without pictures and conversations?"

In the theatre a picture is

created and animated; the ·stage is a multidimensional medium.

The

theatre is a form of art which allows the fusion of language and idea
· with gesture, and therefore conveys simultaneously the experience of
existence with . the expression of it.

In the traditional theatre, the

element of direct communication of basic human experiences has often
been subordinated to other functions, such as the telling of a story
or the discussion of ideas. , ·In the Alices, there is no continuing
story or plot as such; the dialogues form a series of self-contained
episodes presented to the reader in a capsule form; each one represents
an individual problem of communication caused by the upsetting of conventional logic.

Similarly, in the new theatre, or theatre of the

Absurd, · the dialogues are constructed in a revolutionary way inasmuch
as they do not respect the prevailing concepts of time and space, cause
and effect, and psychological continuity.

I want to suggest that the

Alices are, in fact, an excellent dramatization of Carroll's attempt to
. .

put language itself on trial by making it the very subject-matter of
his

fiction~

It has been shown that the dramatists of the Absurd employ the
'

same method of giving language the status of theatrical object •
.:...·':
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However, their purpose and their literary aims are different to the
extent that they reflect a serious and pessimistic .view -on life and on
the value of literature. · The theatre of the Absurd did not receive its
label by accident.

It incarnates, through the very absurdity of its

language, the practical philosophy of the absurd which .is characteristically an . Existentialist philosophy.
The theme of the absurdity and meaninglessness of .existence
is known by now to be a ' reflection of the philosophy of Sartre and
Camus. 43 . But there is a fundamental difference between the plays
written by the Existentialists and those written by the dramatists of .
the Absurd.

The former

present their sense of the irrationality of the human condition
in the form of highly lucid and logically constructed reasoning, while the Theatre of the Absurd strives to express its
sense of the senselessness of the human condition and the inadequacy of the rational approach ·by the abandonment of rational
devices and discursive thought. While Sartre or Camus express
,.· the new content in the old convention, the Threatre of the
Absurd goes a step further in trying to achieve a unity between
its basic assumptions and the form in which they are expressed.
In some senses, the 'theatre' of Sartre and Camus is less adequate as an expression of the 'philosophy' of Sartre and Camus-in artistic, as distinct from philosophical terms--than the
Theatre of the Absurd. • • • It is this striving for an integration between the subject-matter and the form in which it is
expressed that separates the Theatre of the Absurd from the .
Existentialist theatre.44
The crisis of language, so often referred to by Eugene Ionesco, has
therefore become, in the theatre of the Absurd, the subject-matter

43Albert Camus's most quoted passage is perhaps his definition
of the absurd in ~Myth of Sisyphus {Paris: Gallimard, . 1942), p. 18.
. Ess 1·in, pp. 6 - 7 •
.44 Martin
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conveyed to the audience in the very structure of the dialogue.
· These remarks and .an explicit statement by Andre Breton clarify
the issue: . "Why should nonsense appear in the French contemporary
theatre?" . ·
From the theatre, as from all present-day writing, the humorous
and the absurd have been banished; in their place we find,
either a superficial and worldly commercialism, or else the
sordid "literature" of commitment. For quite a while now, our
whole way of life has been characterized by this lack of humour
on the one hand, by the ferocity of "committed" thinking on
the other. • • • .. We are caught and held in the birdlime of
Sartrisms, imprisoning us deep in the dungeons and fetters of
this "commitment" • • • • 45
The term literature of commitment which is applied to Existentialist writings refers to the Existentialists' attempt to transcend
the absurd by means of a philosophical message which varies with each
writer.

The theatre of the Absurd, on the contrary, strives to be a

non-didactic and uncommitted theatre so that it requires no justification for its existence other than the fact, simply, that it is.

The

dramatists of the Absurd believe that the fact of existence is neither
logical nor justified, but absurd.

They intend to do no more than

simply present the fact dramatically.

Therefore, since they abandon

the method of expressing ideas or representing some . aspect of reality,
"there remains no other criterion than the inherent, formal structure
of the work itself."
this statement.

Richard Coe, in his study on Ionesco, clarifies

He .writes: "That the plays have a significance is

beyond question •• · • • but whether that significance can be expressed
in precise conceptual terms I "or indeed in any terms other than those of

45 cited by Richard N• . Coe, Ionesco, p. 13.
fication par L'humour Noir, p. S. ·

From La Demysti-
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the play itself, is doubtful. 1146
Beckett as well.

This statement is applied to Samuel ·

Colin Duckworth, who published in 1972 an essay on

Beckett and Ionesco under the title of Angels of Darkness, underlines
also the coincidence of form and content,
For both the Irishman and the Rumanian the fact that the
absurdity of life is eventually topped by the humiliation
of death is a constant reminder of the fundamental meaninglessness of our acts, thoughts and achievements. Their
writings are the human record of their ceaseless efforts
to come to terms with the mortality of men. But they do
not use this anguish ~ · ~ theme for literary treatment; their
writing is a by-product of their obsession, a relentless
exploration within themselves in search ·of a sense of integrated personal selfhood, an attempt to compensate for the
shapelessness of the universe by creating structures of
words, thoughts, and images. 47
Indeed, the dramatists of the Absurd replace the portrayal of psycho•

I

,.

logical relationships by setting up a dramaturgy of human relations at
the level of language.
an end in itself.

They use language no longer as a means but as

The words become the spectacle.

In Richard Coe's

'·.

terms, they have "a riew attitude to dialogue, reducing it to the
status of a running commentary on the action.

. . . 48
11

what is done by Carroll in Alice in Wonderland and

This is also

Through the

Looking-glass when he reduces his nonsense to criticism as soon as
he has uttered it.4 9

46 Richard N. Coe, · Ionesco, p. 103.
47 colin Duckworth, Angels of Darkness (London: George Allen
& Unwin Ltd.), p. 27. My underlining •
.48 Richard Coe, p. 112. ·

"

49similarly, in Waiting for Godot, there are subtle indications that the play is a play and .that the characters are actors.
Lucky's job is to play the bufoon; Pozzo is most anxious for audience
acclaim; Vladimir and Estragon perform music-hall routines. As for
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As for the matter of the

suitabi~ity

of the techniques of non-

sense literature to the French modern drama, it can be demonstrated
by pointing out the results obtained by ·the use of these techniques, .
and by the effectiveness of the impact on readers and audiences.
Chapter 2 has shown how the use of certain devices in nonsense
literature results in preventing the mind from making associations of
images, and thus being carried on a flow of connected thoughts, beautiful speech, and conventional reasoning.

The nonsense universe recon-

structed with words becomes a structure of resistances to other structures of meaning which might be brought to it.

As Michael Holquist

expresses it, the meaning of nonsense "consists in the several

strate~

gies which hedge it off as itself, which insure its hermetic nature
against the hermeneutic impulse. 1150
\

'

'

into a
reader.

'

I

'

thi~g,

'

'

The method is to transform language

·•

',

'

•

and the result is to create an emotional impact ori the

The process of disorientation causes reactions which vary from

amusement to undisguised irritation.

The new theatre also transforms

language into a thing, and words ·into disconnected units, with the
same result,
Whenever one refuses to follow the movement of a thought which
is attempting to express itself through words, the words become
foreign bodies, laughable objects, and instead of a language
which was alive because . of the meanings it was attempting to
express, we have a sclerosed rhetoric which is only its carica- ·
ture. In order to accomplish this, it is enough to transform
language into a thing, absurd as _any .thing is when considered

Eugene Ionesco, he portrays himself as a playwright in L'Impromptu
de L'Alma (1955) in which he exposes his views on the techniques of
the drama. The writer remains detached from his work, to some degree,
and makes objective judgments on the language he puts . into the mouth
of his characters.
so.What is a Boojum?'

I

p. 156.
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outside of its human context. 51
It is certainly no coincidence that the great American 'nonsense
theorician'--if one is allowed the expression--Robert.Benchley, should
write: "One of the easiest methods of acquiring. insanity is wordexamining."

Under the cover . of the humorous tone, Robert Benchley is

making a serious statement about language and words with which the
.

dramatists of the Absurd would fully agree.

52

51 Jean Vannier, 'A Theatre of Language,' Tulane Drama Review,
7 (1962-3) , p. 184.
52

Robert Charles Benchley, 'How to Go Insane,' Robert Benayoun,
Anthologie du Nonsense (Paris: J. J. Pauvert), pp. 446-47. Because of
the unavailability of this anthology, and because of the .relevance to
the argument presented here, it is worth quoting Robert Ben~hley in
full:
One of the easiest methods of acquiring i'nsanity is wordexarn1n1ng. Just examine a wor~ you have written, and then call
up Dr. · Jessup and tell him to come and get you. Tell him to
wear just what he has on.
Let us take a simple word like "oakum" or "delve." Write
it out on paper, and then look at it steadily for half a minute.
You can't believe that there is such a word.
On the other hand, you know that there is. You know that
people have been using the word "oakum," or "delve," for centuries,
and that if they look strange to you, you probably look strange
to them. That's what gets you down, son.
You can do it with even such an unpretentious word as .
"though." Just look at "though" and try and figure out if you
have spelled it correctly. The longer you look ~t it, the more
you are convinced that you have got it all wrong. Not only all
wrong, but fantastically wrong. You have established a record for
bad spelling. You have put yourself in the position of a drag on
society. I . would not be one to suggest insanity is caused by
sitting still for a minute and thinking. But I would be one. of
three.
Just sit still for a minute and think of something. Anything.
Just say to yourself (if you can bear listening) : "I will concentrate on frying eggs. I will think about frying eggs, to the
exclusion o~ everything else. What am I putting in the pan? What
is the force that heats the pan? What is the actual change that
takes place in the egg under the influence of heat?
(cont'd)
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The theatre of the Absurd is effective inasmuch as it is at once
powerful and disturbing.

To watch a "new play" is a disturbing experi-

ence because the spectator can no longer identify with the character of
his choice, but is constrained to participate in an· absurd situation.
He resents the tension, . uneasiness, and insecurity which he is made to
feel, and over which he has little control.

Moreover, the feeling of

tension does not dissolve at the end of the play because no logical
ending is proposed as a solution to the conflicts within a plot which
does not exist.
Such is the aim of the playwrights of the Absurd who present a
world "in which the only 'meaning' is that which takes account of
absurdity." 53

Such an impact on an audience could not be achieved

without a complete reevaluation of the dramatic techniques.

No meaning

can be conveyed more directly and more powerfully than when it is
given an active role in a drama.

In the theatre of the Absurd, the

failure in communication has become a positive dramatic effect.

The

basic techniques of the literature of verbal nonsense which consists
in transforming language into a controllable object made of distinct
units, in bringing a literal interpretation to metaphorical idioms,
and in obliging conventional usage to betray its absurdity, make of
nonsense the perfect tool, ready to hand, for the new playwrights to
use and thus achieve the creation of the fiction which, in their own
words, restores reality.

"And who am I, while you are about it?"
Go crazy, sister, go crazy! Just examine one of the words
on this page, and go to town!
5 3Richard Coe, p. 113.
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ABSTRACT
Nonsense literature and nonsense poetry have provided release
from the shackles of logic for centuries.

But the greatest masters

of English nonsense are Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear . . Carroll gives,
in Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass,
underlying a carefully-built structure.

the

principles

In Lewis Carroll's nonsense

world, the creatures break the determinism of meaning and significance.
Nonsense can be defined by the following characteristics:

a

strong adherence to the concrete in every way possible in order to
allow the intellect to be in complete control of its material and thus
prevent reference; the elaboration of a pseudo-logic based on contradiction and the association of causeless and unrelated phenomena which
allows the writer to exploit the illogicality of conventional usage
and the arbitrary nature of word-meanings.

The purpose is to change

both the nature and the function of language, to reduce it to a sonorous matter in order to empty it of the meanings it is supposed to
carry.

Thus language acquires a quality of strangeness and offers

resistances against formal patterns of interpretation.

Nonsense takes

language apart to look at the inner mechanism.
The literature of verbal nonsense thus described has contributed
to the peculiar quality of some modern plays, more particularly those
produced by the dramatists of the Absurd.

The theatre of the Absurd is

not concerned with presenting the destinies of characters or showing
the clash of opposite temperaments and human passions locked in conflict.

The dramatists of the Absurd--more specifically Samuel Beckett
ii

in Waiting for Godot and Eugene Ionesco

~n

The Bald Soprano--are

striving to convey directly to the audience their intuition of the
human situation which is ultimately absurd.
Such is the subject matter of their plays, and it determines
their form.

The absurdity of the human situation is best exemplified

by the failure of communication.

Form and content become therefore

tightly interwoven, thus forming a structure in which language itself
is set up as a theatrical object and becomes a dramatic reality.
The playwrights of the Absurd find themselves making use of
such techniques and stylistic devices as were used by Lewis Carroll
in the elaboration of nonsense.

They manipulate language without

taking away the sense, but they make it betray its own absurdity.
They present language as being powerless to set up communication
between men by putting in the mouth of their characters a disintegrated,
disarticulated, and empty language.
The techniques of the literature of verbal nonsense suit
particularly well the new experimental form called theatre of the
Absurd because they constantly call attention to language; and because,
in spite of its apparent disorder, and the disorientation it creates,
nonsense communicates a content which lies in the structure itself.
Thus, the literature of the modern plays represent, I think,
a commendable effort to recapture true artistic expression in the
creation of fictions.
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